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FFA FIELD DAY WINNERS: Thirteen of the team and individual winners Friday inthe annual Future Farmers of America Field Day events at Murray State University are
shown with their awards. Kneeling, left to right, are: Steve Johnson, representing theFarmington chapter, which finished second in over-all points; Dwain. Rogers, representingthe winner, Calloway County, and Jo* Coursey, representing Lewisburg. Standing, left toright, are: Tim Hodge, Cuba, tractor driving; In Roberts, general livestock judging; RandyTravis, representing the Farmington livestock judging team; Josoit....AcCormick, represent-ing the Caldwell County dairy team; Scott Shupe, Farmington, weed plant identification;Jeffrey Howard, Sedalia, tobacco grading; Jimmy Newman, Webster County, dairy judging;Bobby Hobbs, Fancy Far:in, seed identification and tag judging; Cashie White, Lyon, auctio-
nearing,. and Terry Freeman, Lone Oak, representing the Lone Oak tobacco judging team.A total of 648 Future Farmers of America from 35 schools took part in the day-long event.
Calloway County FFA Chapter
Takes Honors At MSU Field Day
The Calloway County High
School chapter of the Future
Farmers of America won the
over-all chapter championship
at the annual FFA Field Day
Friday at Murray State Univer-
sity.
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Did not realize how far north
sun has moved. The sun
used to came up over our fav-
orite stump, now it comes up
between the bird bath and the
feeder. From where we sit
anyway.
We see where Tony Curtis has
quit smoking, tobacco that is.
Our big Rabbit made his appear-
ance again yeste.rday. Has no
regular Cottontail. He's a big
rascal. Me Kentucky 31 for
some time yesterday afternoon
and appeared rather unconcern-
ed that we were there in the
backyard with several assorted
dogs. If we got too close, he
struck a classic pose with both
king ears keenly tuned to our
(Continued on Page Six)
EATHER REPORT
Unitod Pro.. latereatiesal
Kentucky: Partly cloudy and
warmer Tuesday with widely
scattered showers and a few
thunderstorms. Highs today up-
per 70s and 80s. Lows tonight
mid 50s to mid 60s.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Extended outlook for Ken-
tucky Wednesday through Fri-
day:
Chance of showers Wednes-
day and Thursday. Turning cool-
er Thursday and Friday. Highs
Wednesday upper 70s and 80s.
Highs Thursday and Friday mid
601 to 701. Lows Wednesday
mid 60s, lowering to mid 404 oy
Friday.
The Calloway Countians com-
piled a total of 3,985 points out
of a possible 8,500 in the 10
team and individual competit-
ions to capture the first place
trophy.
The vocational agriculture
teachers at the Calloway Coun-
ty School are Milton Walston,
Eugene Chaney and Carman
Park.
The second place trophy
went to Farmington chapter
with 3,877 points, while the Lew-
isburg chapter finished third
with 3,853.
A record crowd of 648 FFA
members from 35 West Ken-
tucky schools participated in
the Field Day, held at the A.
Carman Pavilion on the 365-
acre Murray State University
farm.
The other winners and the
events in which they partici-
pated are:
General Livestock Judging:
Individual — In Roberts, Todd
County, first; Jeff Mathis,..eyta-
genie, second, and Billy Ray,
Henderson County, third. Team
— Farmington with 1,421
points; a second-place tie be-
tween Todd Central and Hend-
erson County with 1,405 points,
and Callevey--Coumtv Isle' 1,-
Dairy Judging: Individual —
-
(Continued on Page Six)
Smorgasbord Dinner
Planned For Thursday
A Smorgasbord dinner will
held at the Woodmen of the
orld Hall on Thursday, April
90, at five p.m., sponsored by
the Murray Assembly No. 19-Or-
der
.
 of the Rainbow for Girls.
The price will be $1.50 for
adults and $1.00 for children
under ten.
The public is invited to at-
tend.
Betsy Gore, 8-year-old datrehlar of Mr. and Mrs. Salley
Gore, 1603 Sunset waves goodby to her father as he loaves
for a final planning meeting of the Murray Lions Club mop
• broom sal*. Gore is chairman of the sale in which the
Lions, assisted by members of ATO fraternity will nil on
each home In Murray on Tuesday evening, April 28, selling
brooms and mops. Betsy 1i a thrrd grade student at Robert-
ion Elementary School.
JAMES RAWLINGS
OIRECTOR OF PUBLICITY
MOOSEHEART. ILL.
State Moose
Conference
Ends Sunday
Calloway County Has High
Level Of Small Businesses
(Special to the Ledger & Times)
NEW YORK — The number
of separate businesses in opera-
tion in Calloway County is at
a high level, according to gov-
ernment figures, recently re-
leased.
There are more 01 them in
the area, in proportion to popu-
lation, than in many parts of
the country.
New businesses are being
born in the county every year
as local residents, with an urge
to be on their own, embark on
new ventures.
While the mortality among
new businesses is high, with
many of them falling by the
wayside within a few years, a
fair share of them survive the
difficult early period and are
able to carry on successfully
thereafter.
The facts and figures on the
local business population are
contained in a series of reports,
issued by the Census Bureau,
covering every county in the
United States.
They detail the number of
people employed in these estab-
lishments, their payrolls and
their distribution by industries.
The figures show that, in Cal-
loway County, there are some
470 businesses in operation that
employ one or more persons.
Of the total, 212 have 3 em-
ployees or less, 102 have from
4 to 7 employed and 67 have
8 to 19. The others are larger.
Small and moderate-size bus-
inesses in the local area have
proved to be quite durable.
They have more than held their
Letter To Editor
DEAR EDITOR:
Recently a mother with a son
In Vietnam wrote to the Ledger
and Times. She wanted to cut
back on "$340 billion" Apollo
flights so that our men in Viet-
nam would be more safe. I won-
der why people pick on the
space program all the timeThe Kentucky Everytime someone thmkstic'n ended uleirthreeulkY ULLU- more money should be spentYear conference here in Marrayi in some area, the space Pro-yesterday.
It was generally considered
that the conference was high-
ly successful with attendance
from Moose members over a
wide area. Women of the Moose
heki their conference at the
mane time, with Ardella Pub
cell, Deputy Grand Regent of
Kentucky present for the event.
Registration was held on Fri-
day afternoon with a clam en-
rollment at 6:30.
J. Oscar Clem, Regional Di-
rector made the introductions
with an address by James Raw-
lings, Director of Publicity.
Saturday was a full day with
various reports being made on
projects backed by the Moose
AS9001100411. &genets! 44112011/-i Meet if The 1 Ana
grams, especially Apollo, are
p,cked out La the area, that
should correspondingly suffer.
The question always seems to
be, "If we can go to the moon,
why can't we " and the
fill in the blank.
Most people have no idea of
the piddling amount of money
that the space program is sub-
sisting on. The cost of Apollo,
13 was not $340 billion for ex-
ample, but $375 million, about
(Continued on Page s,x)
Session was _held An_ges....A.-
/immure With C"iiripeill
Great Books Group To mi3ifodli of::
tion and reports of Distflet
Presidents being' given. Com-
mittee chairmen made reports
of District Presidents being gi-
ven.
Committee chairmen made re-
ports on rituig, Boy Scouts, En-
dowment Fund, Scholarships,
and Kentucky Building Fund.
The president's banquet was
held on Saturday at 6:30 with
Andrew A. Ernest, State Presi-
dent presiding. James MaKin-
, Governor of Murray Lodge
2011 gave the welcome address.
ipal speakers for the din-
(Continued on Page Six)
Miler's Return From
Trip To [as Vegas
Mrs. Jo Miller, employee of
Wiggins Furniture Company
and her husband James Dale
Miller, have just returned from
a four day all-expense paid trip
to Las Vegas, Nevada.
Mrs. Miller won the trip by
setting a sales record for pro-
ducts of,Southerlands Manufact-
uring Colnpany, manufacturer of
bedding which is handled by
Wiggins Furniture Company.
The two enjoyed the four day
trip with all expenses paid for
by Southerlands Manufacturing
Company.
FINED IN PADUCAH
'Elbert Franklin Hill of Mur-
ray has been fined $100 plus
costs for driving while intoxi-
cated and $200 for disorderly
conduct in the Paducah CRY
Court, according to the report
in a Paducah newspaper.
Watheinspocaic pre 
was going north
on 16th Street, made a left turn
onto Miller, lost control of her
car, and hit the Burnett car in
the left side.
Damage to the Burnett car
was on the let side and to the
Watkins car on the left front.
Cars involved in a collision
at 12:01 a.m. Sunday were a
1968 Chevrolet two door hard-
top driven by Aubref S. Wil-
loughby of Murray and a 1970
Pond two door hardtop owned
by Steve Watkins of Hayti, Mo.,
and driven by Janet Lee.Ham-
uisville.
said Willoughby was
going south ofi North 4th Street.
Awassiccvsals Wow+
on Chestnut Street, pulled from
p street in front of the
Willoughby car, according to
the police report.
The fourth accident occurred
at 8:55 p.m. at the intersection
of 16th and Sycamore Streets.
Involved were a 1970 Chevro-
let two door owned by Ronnie
. The Great gooks Discuss:on
Group will meet at the Murray.-
Calloway County Library to-
night (Monday) at seven to 71
Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Wolfs -in
will be the leaders for the -
cussion on the book, "Value 'if
Science" by Poincare.
All interested persons are ir-
vited to attend. (Continued on Page six)
own, despite the tough competi
tion from chain stores and other
large enterprises.
As an indication of this d
ability, no less than 94 percent
are firms that have fewer
20 employees each.
The proportion is greater
than in most sections of the
United States, where only 88
percent are in that category. In
the East South Central States
there are 89 percent.
The reports show that Callo-
way County's business establish-
ments — small, medium and
large — provide gainful em-
ployment for 3,566 men and wo-
men in "coveted" jobs. By "cov-
ered" is meant employment
that falls within the scope of
social security.
'Wages and salaries for these
workers have been rising stead-
ily, bringing payrolls to a new
high. They have reached a total
of $14,880,000, or 25 percent
more than in 1965, when a sim-
ilar survey was made. At that
time the total was $11,888,000.
No One Injured
In Four Collisions
Four traffic collisions were
Investigated by the Murray Po-
lice Department over the week-
end. No injuries were reported.
The first occurred at two p.m.
Saturday on Highway 121 and
Clark Street. William 'Edward
Snead of Louisville, driving a
1962 Oldsmobile four door hard-
-owned by Harold G. Snead,
was going north on Highway
121 when he swerved to miss
another car and hit a light pole,
according to the police report.
Damage to the Snead car was
on the left front fender and
wheel. A city stop sign was
knocked down.
At 4:35 pm, cars involved in
a collision on Miller Avenue
were a Chevrolet two door
, hardtop driven by Janet S. Bur-
nett of Route One, Metropolis,
Ill., and a 1965 Buick two door
hardtop driven by Barbara Ann
Watkins of 2193i South 12th
Street,. Murray.
ort d the
TWISTERS
ON STRIKE
10. Per Copy
Two Persons Treated
Here After Accidents
Two persons, injured in ac-
cidents, were treated at the
emergency room of the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hospital
over the weekend.
Tim Wright, age 16, of Mur-
ray Route Five, injured in a car
accident, suffered a fracture to
the left jaw and laceration to
the right hand, according to
hospital officials. He was treat-
ed Sunday at 10:30 a.m.
Jan Hammond, age 18, of Eli-
zabeth Hall Dormitory, Murray
State University, was treated
for an abrasion to the left
shoulder and left knee on Sun-
day at 12:45 am., hospital off-
icials said.
Mrs. Dorothy Cain
Dies In Canton, Ohio
Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Dorothy Cain
who died Friday at four p.m.
at a hospital in Canton, Ohio.
Mrs. Cain was 45 years of age
and was the wife of James Cain,
son of John and Nola Cain of
Murray. He is a nephew of Ter-
ry Lawrence who along with
Mrs. Lawrence are attending
the funeral.
The deceased is survived by
her husband and one daughter,
Karen Cain.
Funeral and burial services
were held in Canton today.
Willie Darnell Is
Patient At Vanderbilt
Willie Darnell of Murray
Route Two continues to be a
patient at the Vanderbilt Hospi-
tal, Nashville, Tenn. He is in
Room 8-2105.
Darnell, an employee in the
enamel department of the Mur-
ray Division of the Tappan Com-
pany, underwent surgery on
April 13. He entered the hospi-
tal on April 6.
Wilaul Ails Speaker
For Kirksey Meeting
Willard Ails, pharmacist at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will be the speaker at
the meeting of the Kirksey
Elementary School Parent-Tea-
cher Association to be held
Tuesday, April 28, at 7:30 p.m.
at the school.
Mothers with their last child
graduating from the eighth
grade will be honored.
Mrs. Harold Fones, president,
urges all members to attend.
Hostesses will be the sixth
grade mothers.
Ladies Day Golf Is
Planned At Calloway
Miller -day gOIrrif Vie- Calloway
Camel Comitry Club will be
held on Wednesday, April 29,
at nine a. m. at the club.
Mrs. Howard Konen, ladies
day golf chairman, urges all
golfers to attend and beginners
are welcome to come to this
opening day of golL
The golf committee will be
hostess for the day.
TEAMSTERS STRIKE — Local 23s, Teamsters Union, went on strike against Paschall Truck
Lines hero this moreine. Charles McClure, a member of the union, told the Ledger 8 'Times this
ITIOrflin9 that the strike twaik,note economic strike but that the union was striking against "un-
fair lobo' Precflten.N. The 'Wirer M the firm, 1. W Paschall, said he had no comment at this
time. Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. ILXXXXI No. 99
Four Pedestrians
Hit On Chestnut
Street Saturday
John H. Clowns
John H. Downs Is
Promoted Recently
John IL Downs, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Downs of Mur-
ray Route Five, has been nam-
ed manager-production, Olin
Evanite Plastics.
He is responsible for all com-
mercial production operations,
and is now located in Carrollton,
Ohio.
Downs has been assistant to
the Manager-Production, Olin
Evanite, and was acting plant
manager at Hialeah, Florida, be-
fore his present assignment
The former Murray man has
had extensive experience in
PVC compound development and
has managed commercial opera-
tions generating a wide variety
of PVC and other molded and
extruded products, according to
a company release.
Downs, sister of Mrs. Nelda
Murphy and Mrs. Barbara Jef-
frey of Murray, is ma. led to
the former Gay Little c Nash-
ville, Tenn. They have five
children, Deborah, Mike, Scott,
Kevin, and Kyle.
The recently promoted man
is a graduate of Murray High
School and attended Murray
State University.
FIVE CITED
Five persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
over the weekend. They were
three for public drunkenness
and two for driving while in-
toxicated.
Four persons were hit by cars
on Chestnut Street late Satur•
'day night, according to the re-
ports made by the investigat-
ing officers of the Murray
Police Department.
The first person. William
Crouch of Hart Hall Dormitory,
Murray State Univenity, age 19,
was hit at nine p. m. a 1962
Buick four door driven by Gary
P. Houck of Vandaiia, M., ac-
cording to the police report.
Police said that Crouch was
walking east on the right side
of Chestnut Street and Houck
was going east on Chestnut
when the accident occurred.
Crouch was treated at the
emergency room of the Mur-
ray-Calloway County Hoimital.
His injuries were an abradon
to the left knee, right hip, and
right elbow, according to hos-
pital officials.
The other three persons, Paul
Greco, Bill Brancato, and Bob
Blanton, all age 18 and resi-
dents of Richmond Hall Dormi-
tory, Murray State University,
were hit by a car at 1:50 a. m.
on Chestnut Street.
" Driver of the cm was Robert
Paul Westpheling III of 1602
Olive Street, Murray, driving a
1969 Oldsmobile two door own-by riaRobertton. Paul Westphelling
II 
a 
The police report said that
Westpheling was going west on
Chestnut Street and hit the
three men walking west an the
the side of the highway.
All three were treated at the
emergency room of the' local
hoapital. Their injuries were as
follows: Greco, abrasion to the
left thijh and injury to the
leg; Brancato, abrasion to the
left thight and injury to the
left leg; Blanton, abrasion to
the left thigh, elbow, abrasion
to the face, and laceration to
the scalp.
The streets were reported wet
and rainy at the time of the
two accidents. There are no side-
walks on Chestnut Street in the
area where the boys were hit
bytheo carsgN ch es have been made
by the police.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press InSenudiestal
The Tarantula spider, which
takes its name from the town
of Tarnato, Italy, contrary to
pdptilar belief is harmless to
man but can inflict a vicious,
nonpoisonous bite in self-
defense.
fessor ilithardTarreTio
Honored At President's Concert
The President's Honor Con-
cert by the Murray State Uni-
versity Wind Sinfonietta and
Symphonic Band under the dir-
ection of Prof. Paul Shahan,
will be presented on Tuesday,
AprU 28, at 8:00 p.m in the
University Auditorium.
The honored guest conductor
will be Prof. Richard "Doc" Far-
rell, Chairman of the Music De-
partment at Murray State Uni-
versity. Mr.. Farrell came to
Murray in 19I5 (as director of
bands) after a tour with the
Army 'during World War II,
where he served with the 3rd
Army Band in the European
Theater.
In 1957 he resigned as band
director to become Head of the
Fine Arts Department replac-
ing Dr. Price Doyle who retired
that year.
Farrell, a native of Marseilles,
Illinois, holds B.M. and M.M
degrees from Illinois Wesleyan
University where he was a
trumpet major. While at Wes-
leyan, he served as president of
the Phi Mu Alpha chapter for
two years, president of the in-
terfraternity council for one
year, vice-president of his sen-
ior class. He played trumpet. in
the Illinois Wesleyan Concert
and Symphony Orchestra as
Well as in the Bloomington Nor-
mal 'Illinois Philharmonic Or-
- , • - •
c he stra . ,
Active in - many educational
organizations, Farrell holds
membership in M.E.N.C., the
National Association of Schools
of Music, Kentucky Arta Com-
mission as well as his univer-
sity committee assignments. He
is currently serving as Presi-
dent of the Kentucky Music Ed-
ucators Association and the
Murray Civic Music Association
as well as advisor for the Gam-
ma Delta Chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha Fraternity.
Works to be presented by the
Wind Sinfonietta and Sympho-
nic Band are: Prelude And Fir-
m In F Minor by Houston
Bright; Overture To The Marr-
iage Of Figaro by Mozart; Fes-
tival by Clifton Williams; Ma-
sque by Francis McBeth and
Driiinatic Essay by Clifton Wil-
liams with Mr. Thomas Ziegel-
hater appearing as trumpet so-
loist with Mr. Farrell conduct-
ing.
The public is cordially invited
to attend this second honor con-
cert to recognize those outstand-
ing teachers who inspire and
assert lasting influence-upon the
youth of our commonwealth.
Dr. Harry Sparks, President of
Murray State University, recog-
nizing the importance of such
men as "Doc" Earzell upot out _
state and nation, will be pre-
sent to pay- tribe to Mr. TN% •
ft/IT tot 1111-211- 9gars of OUT- —
standing leadership at Murray
State.
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Ten Years Ago Today
ILDGEIL A TIMES FILE
Members of the Murray College High Future Business Leaders
of America will be participating in the contests held at the state
convention in Louisville April 29-30.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Williams of Dexter Route One will obser-
ve their fiftieth wedding anniversary on May 8.
"National Security" was the theme of the program presented
at the meeting of the Business and Professional Women's Club.
Mrs. Mabel Tolley was the chairman of the committee in charge
of the program.
Mrs. Gaynelle Williams, social worker with Public Assistance,
spoke on "Child Welfare" at the meeting of the American Legion
Auxiliary.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIKES FILL
The 325 members of the Calloway County Homemakers Clubs
will observe National Home Demonstration week with various
window displays, meetings, and radio programs, according to Miss
Rachel Rowland, home demonstration agent.
The Lindsey Jewelry Company recently purchased the H. 
B.
Bailey Jewelry Store of Murray. A formal opening will be held
soon.
Calloway County leads in the sale of Federal Crop Insurance
in Kentucky, according to a report from the state capitol.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight D. Crisp of Bingtampton, N.Y., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Ann, to Neil Clements Demaree
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Demaree, Pleasureville, Ky.
Bible Thought for Today
They that be whole need not a physician, but they that are sick.
Matthew 9:12.
Jesus came to save the sinners. Are we doing our part to help
someone in need of faith?
OF PRIMARY INTEREST. . .
'IOW
IN WEST VIRGINIA is the bid of Sam Huff left,, former
New York Giants linebacker, to wrest the congressional
nomination from Democratic Rep. Robert Mollohan. May 12
,is the vote Robert Lee Huff of Farmington is 35, and thrre-
termer Mollohan Isan_
THE LEDGER A TIMER - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
"SALT'S" IN SEASON - Gerard 
C. Smith (left) for the U.S. and Vladamir S. Semenov
right) for the Soviet look in pleasant spirits in Vienna during SALT S
trategic Arms
Limitation Talks). Between them is Llewelvn Thompson, 
former .irribassador to Moscow.
Grant
Thankful For
Oscar Award GAINESVILLE, Fla. (UPI)-A young drug user killed
himself in a flame-engulfed car
after an eight-hour drug trip
By VERNON SCOTT and left a rambling suicide note
UPI Hollywood Correspondent cryptically headed "The Kid
Flames Out," authorities said
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Cary today.
Grant's grin was brook "I can't seem to fight my
"Thank you all from the bottom, battles," said the note left by
of my heart," 20-year-old Kenneth West An.
Since receiving an Oscar
earlier this month, a special
award for years of brilliant
performances, the silver-haired
star has been buried in letters,
telegrams and messages of
congratulations.
Most of the mall is addressed
simply: Cary Grant, Hollywood,
U.S.A.
"I would appreciate it," he
told me, "if the United Press
International would help me by
passing along my appreciation
to all of the people who were
kind enough to write me."
Cannot Handle All Replies
"It's absolutely impossible
for me to return my personal
regards. As it is, I've hired two
secretaries just to take dicta-
tion for notes to close personal
friends. I've also telephoned a
great number of people who are
dear friends to thank them."
Grant said he was within a
fraction of a seated of br eaking
Into tears at Academy
Awards when the audience gave
him a standing ovation.
"Naturally I expected some
applause, a courtesy," Grant
said.
"But when Everyone stood up
I was all at sea. I thought for a
moment I was seeing things.
was so taken aback that I don't
know bow I delivered my
acceptance speech.
Many Request Speech
"And that's another peculiar
thing. Many of the people who
have written asked for a copy
of the speech. I'm having it run
off and will try to fulfill those
requests.
"However, for that moment
on stage I almost burst out in
tears. It was difficult to bear
up emotionally. Then I looked
at Frank Sinatra who had a
mischievous gleam in his eye
and it pulled me together.
"I suppose he realized how
deeply affected I was.
"I've made about 65 movies,
but in none of them have I
witnessed • such spontaneous
Number Down: Output Up!
An estimated total of
2,895,000 farms will be oper-
ated .during 1970. That is the
lowest number sin de 1870 and
represents a decline of 2.6%
from 1969; 27% from 1960..,
For the past 35 years 1:.B
farms have declined in num-
ber. Yet, because of modern
production efficiencies, to-
day's fewer farmers -produce
more food of higher quality
for more people. The rate of
increase in agricultural pro-
ductivity over the past 20
years has approximately
doubled that of- nonfarm
Industry.
rr
Production Price Picture
The last time cattle were
bringing prices equivalent to
the $3 4.0 Oi per hundred
weight that's being paid to-
day was its 1951-52. In other
words, cattle producers are
getting no more now than
they did then. What'' hashap-
pened with the rest of the
economy since 1951! There
has been an increase in hous-
ing costs of 35%; clothing,
22.3r", transportation, 69,9%;
medical care, 88.6%; reading
and recreation, 36.6%; food
all categories) 25.1%.
The filet Roman aqueduct
us built in 312 B.C.
Buchanan, Tenn.
Rt. 3
April 3. 1770
Friends of Our Church,
t I wdi g,ye My witness for our church
today hay,ng so many different names
OA the church that is bullt of man With
It being when 11 or more ones known for
Deciplies and Apostles for the one Trigg
Church of Jesus Christ. It was when the church begin to be
&evicted with members beginning to get members that would
believe their way to all join and build the buddIng of the
Church as is built of man and them putt,no the law of man
In their church. Amen. -Rev Marvin Smith
"The Kid
Flames Out"
reaction on the set or
otherwise.
'
'It is a wonderbl thing to
know that other persons re-
spond to you with warmth and
affection, I was most honored
and touched by the demonstro
tion."
Although producers have been
pounding on his door since
Oscar night, Grant is undecided
about returning to acting.
"I'm not writing off
the possibility of doing
another picture," he said. "But
what kind of role is there for a
man my age? (65).
"In the meantime, my
business activities keep me
running. I have a lovely little
girl whom I adore. And there is
the Academy Award night to
remember and cherish for the
rest of my life."
derson, a former journalist
student at the University of
Florida, "thy mind is no longer
my friend; it won't let me
alone. Please try to understand
and forgive."
Anderson. from Lakeland,
Fla, killed himself Feb. 19 In;
residential area in the south
part of Gainesville.
Inside the charred car, a
gasoline can was found on the
seat beside Anderson's body.
He feet were bound with what
appeared to be an electric cord.
Asst. State' Attorney Eugene
Whitworth, who conducted the
inquest into Anderson's death,
released the contents of two
notes found in his apartment,
In a note addressed to his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. C.
Anderson of Lakeland, the
youth told about his experience
with the drug mescaline. He 
said he bought the drug for $5
during the Christmas holidays
"from a friendly mescaline
salesman,"
Several words were mis-
spelled in the note printed in a
pinched hand on a sheet of
notebook paper.
"I have smoked a little pot
before- as have many my age
-but I tried mescalin only
once.
"Since then I have not been
In control of my mind. I have
killed myself because I can no
longer run my own affairs and
I can only be of trouble and
worry to those who love and
care for me . .
"What I am trying to say is
that my downfall Is entirely my
own, and no one else should
rule their lives because I have
ruined mine , , ,"
"To those of my friends who
might also think about learning
about themselves with mind-
expanding drugs-don't,
"Learn about yourself as you
live your life- don't try to know
everything at once by swallow-
ing a pill- It could be too much
INCOME RISES
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
average annual income for
Americans rose by 7.6 per cent
last year, to a new high of
$3,680, according to the Com-
merce Department.
All 50 states eetahtlebed
records for per capita income
during the year, but inflation
eroded away much of the
Increase-paring it down to an
average advance of only 1.3 per
cent. In two states, Louisiana
and Washington, increases in
Income failed to keep pace with
rises in the cost of living.
-
Planea landing on nland
easionaily are delayed while
ground crews shoo 900-poun4
musk oxen MT the 'airport run-
tor your mind to handle at one
time. It could blow out all the
circuits as it did with me .
"I am too weak to fight and
too proud to live forever on the
sympathy of others. Love Andy.
P,S, A last thought- Don't try
to hide my =ice (several
indistinguishable words follow)
hid from the world because of
this. You did your best but your
son made a tall mistake."
HARVEST THREATENED
NAIROBI (UPI) - Worms
threaten Kenya's harvest with
disaster, the Agricultural Minis-
try said Thursday. The agency
said millions of green worms
have invaded three of the
nation's six provinces and that
a major air attack with
insecticides would get under
way next week.
ONE COMPLAINT
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Mrs.
Shirley Bailey, who began her
new job as housekeeper for the
White House a few months ago,
has only one complaint- her
feet hurt,
Mrs. Bailey previous')
worked for a hotel chail in
Sarasota, Fla, before taking on
her new duties which put her in
charge of the day-to-day
operation of the executive
mansion.
HARD JOB - Khtin Tit, new
Cambodian ambassador to
the United Nations, ponders
the task of bringing his
country's plight before the
world community. Tit is pic-
tured at U.N. in New York.
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Five Hold
Top Rung
On 'ABC'
NEW YORK, April 25. -
(UPI) - The Jackson Five's
record of "ABC" maintained
Its position as No. 1 among
the nation's pop single
disks this week.
The survey, conducted by
Billboard magazine, had the
Beatles' "Let It Be" as No.
2. Ratings are based on rec-
ord sales and broadcast
play.
The leaders:
1. "ABC," Jackson Five.
2. "Let It Be," BeatIts.
3. "Spirit in the Sky," Nor-
man Greenbaum.
4. "American Woman -
No Sugar Tonight," Guess
Who.
5. "Instant Karma," John
Ono Lennon.
6. "Lover, Let Me Be
Lonely," Friends of Distinc-
tion.
7. "Love Grows," Edison
Lighthouse.
8. "Come and Get It,"
Badfinger.
9. "Vehicle," Ides of
March.
10. "Turn Back the Hands
of Time," Tyrone Davis.
11. "Something's Burn-
ing," Kenny Rogers and the
First Edition.
12. "Up the Ladder to the
Roof," Supremes.
13. "Reflections of My
Life," Marmalade.
14. "Bridge over Troubled
Water," Simon and Garfunk-
el.
15. "Woodstock," Crosby,
Stills, Nash, and Young.
16. "Everything Is Beauti-
ful," Ray Stevens.
17. "For the Love of Him,"
Bobbi Martin.
18. "Easy Come, Easy
Go," Bobby Sherman.
19. "Celia," Simon and
Garfunkel.
10. "Love on a Two-Way
Street." Momenta.
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Monday, April 27,
the 117th day of 19'70 with 248 to
follow,
The moon is between its full
stage and last quarter,
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1850 the steamship "Atlan-
tic" became the first American
ship to challenge the British
trans-Atlantic passenger ser-
vice.
In 1906 U.S. Steel Corp. began
the construction of their Gary,
Ind. plant.
In 1941 Nazi troops took
Greece after 180 days of
fighting.
In 1968 Vice President Hubert
Humphrey entered the pres-
idential race.
---
A thought for the day: British
novelist William Thackeray
said, "Mother is the name for
God in the lips and hearts of
little children."
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_Ibis 225 Kentucky 4-Hers who attended the
April 11- 4-14 Older Youth Conference in Wash-
ington, D. Ware (left to right) Clair Eversrneyer, 820 N.
19111, Murray; Melly Perkins, Route 2, Kevil; and Vicki Tay.
ler, Root* 2, Paducah.
PLANE CRASHES
NEW DELHI (UPI)- The
Indian Defense Ministry said
Thursday an Air Force plane
crashed in Assam state last
;Saturday killing all 11 persons
aboard. The ministry said the
Soviet-make ANI2 plane went
down in jungles near Gautialt,
the Assamese state capital.
Crazy World
of
Washington
By LEON BURNETT
WASHINGTON (UPI)-- Odds
and ends from the nation's
capital - mostly odd
At 25 bucks a throw, the
Southwest Towing Co; hauls
away cars parked in reserved
or restricted spaces around new
luxury apartments in Southwest
Washington.
The firm, which operates
under an agreement with
building owners and managers,
made a rather prominent
enemy when it impounded the
vehicle of Sen. Edward W.
Brooke, R-Mass.
Then 1..1 towed off the car of
an inspector for the D.C.
Department of Licenses and
Inspections. The city govero-
ment reprimanded the comps.
ay, saying it was breaking the
law by soliciting business and
"cruising" for victims.
When Margaret S. Taylor
emerged from a visit with a
friend and found her car gone,,
she hurried to Southwest
Towing, paid her $25 - and
arrested Andrew McDonald, the
tow truck driver, for attempted
grand larceny.
She's a policewoman.
The city dropped the charge.
But McDonald found out what
it's like to spend a night in jail,
---
Secretary Robert H, Finch of
Health, Education and Welfare
told his audience the govern-
ment had been trying to come
up with a contraceptive hr
men, but that the only effective
method discovered so far was
MEN NEEDED
In this area to train as
LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
LEARN TO BUY CATTLE.
HOGS AND SHEEP
. sale barns food lots. and
!firms We prefer to train N10.1 21.
SS 08111i it.• stock •ageelonce
r., foe& ontervlow soil. boa.
WW1," 4141101110 awe Vealspenowsl.
National Meat Picking
236 E. TOwn
Columbus, Ohio 43215
"televising sports 24 hours a
day."
Finch also confided that he
was so naive when he first
came to Washington that "I
thought cyclamates rode around
with the Hell's Angels."
---
The Interior Department
observed Earth Day by ellmin-
ating pollution from a title.
It changed the name of the
Federal Water Pollution Control
Administration to the Federal
Water Quality Administration.
---
The Department of Transpor-
tation added to the confusion in
the nation's capital by mailing
out a single-sheet release that
was blank on the front but had
Page 2 printed on the back.
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Today and Tues.
* JANE FONDA
* GIG YOUNG
THEY S1-1001,
HORS'S,
DON'T TWA?
* Coming Wed. *;
1r If +nry, e-Inna-seS'
It's a switched-on
laugh riot!
WALT DISNEY
PIMOUCTIONS
V4an. n a SOOES
rEaninur NIP .<4
9FInt,,(1,11•lick% oithiree
You'll always see the best of the TV scene on Channel 5
For entertainment and information year-round,
keep watching No 1 Wig TV
4:00 PM, Monday through Friday
Monday, April 27
DIE MONSTER DIE ft,
8 SfIS Kartoll, Nick Adams, Freda
.ateson
Tuesday April 78
THE GOLDEN BLADE c:
Rock Hudson Piper laurie,
Gene Evans
Your number one spot to watch
for entertainment and information
c-vo
A CEV AMilATE
a
Wednesday, April 29
BLACK SHIELD Of FALWORTH (c)
Tony Curtis. Janet Leigh, David
Farrar, Baroara Rush
Thursday April 30 'CORNER CREEK'
Randolph Scott Wallace Ford.
Marguerite Chapman
friday. May 1 "IT AIN'T HAY
Budd Abbott and I ou Costello
NEWS. WEATHER SPORTS
Chris Clark. Bob lobertini, lerry Goad and lohn I ashlee
your No 1 team of newsmen always report in promptly
at 6 and 10 PM Monday through friday
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Gibson Strikes Out Fifteen
To Give Cards 4-1 Victory
By United Press International
Bob Gibson only thinks it's
"too bad I can't pitch like that
every day,"
Gibson pitched a five-hitter
and struck out 15 batters
Sunday in his first complete
game of the season to give the
St. Louis Cardinals a 4-1 victory
over the Cincinnati Reds.
"I've never had my slider
working that well," Gibson said
after the game, "and I wanted
to take advantage of it. This is
the best control I've had all
year, and I used my slider on
almost every man."
Cincinnati's Jim McGlothlin
got into trouble with his control
in the third inning when he
walked Richie Allen. Joe Torre
was safe on a fielder's choice
and rookie Leron Lee walked to
load the bases. McGlothlin then
walked Joe Hague to force in
the first run.
Scores Second Run
Lou Brock scored the Cardin-
als' second run when he singled
in the fourth and came home on
Jose Cardenal's double. The
Cardinals added their third run
In the sixth after Ray
Washburn walked Gibson, gave
up a single to Brock and
walked Cardenal and Torre.
The victory was Gibson's
second against one loss.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the San Francisco
Giants beat Montreal, 11-1, in
the opening game of a
doubleheader and the Expos
took the second, 3-2, the Atlanta
Braves shut out the Pittsburgh
Pirates, 2-0, the New York
Moats defeated the Los Angeles
Dodgers, 3-1, the Chicago
Cubs beat the Houston Astro%
6-3, and the Philadelphia
Phtlies edged the San Diego
Padres,3-2.
Ron Santo, who had driven in
only four runs for the entire
year, snapped out of his batting
slump with the fourth grand
slam homer of his career to
lead the Cubs over Houston for
their 10th consecutive victory.
The other Cub runs also came
on homers by Jim Hickman and
Billy Williams, and Ferguson
Jenki-s picked up his second
win despite giving up 10 hits.
Retires First 11 Batters
Tom Seaver, last year's Cy
Young Award winner, retired the
first 11 batters he faced to
stretch his streak of consecu-
tive outs to 2'7, gave up six hits
and struck out six as the Mets
beat Los Angeles. In the sixth
Inning, Mike Jorgensen hit his
first major league homer and
Bud Harrelson singled, stole
second, advanced on an infield
out and then stole home. Donn
Clendenon scored New York's
first run with a homer to break
a 30-inning scoreless streak for
the Mets.
Phil Niekro, bombed out in
four previous starts this season,
allowed only two hits for his
first victory and Tommie Aaron
drove in both runs with a
double and a homer for Atlan-
ta's win over the Pirates.
Niekro held the Pirates hitless
until Manny Sanguillen bounced
"a single to left field with two-
out in the seventh.
Grand slam homers by Willie
McCovey and Dick Dietz and
Mike McCormick's three-hitter
carried San Francisco over the
Expos. The second game gave
Montreal their third win in 14
times out this season.
Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
MIAMI (UPI).- There's a
footnote to the Don Shula
episode.
Shula is all squared away
now as head coach, vice-
president and part owner of the
M111111 Dolphins and although
he's working hard and knows
it's going to be mostly uphill,
he's not complaining because
he likes the job. All three of
them. But let's note the
footnote.
"It involves Pete Rozelle the
football commissioner. Bowie
Kuhn, the baseball cesnmission-
er, too. '4
A few weeks ago Kuhn was
practically horsewhipped
cly for being "too lenient with
Denny McLain and some of
Kulan's critics took pains to
point out the relativek light
penalty couldn't compire with
the much tougher one Roselle
once handed Paul Hornung and
Alex Karris.
That was only a few peeks
ago, but now some of 'those
same people who were patting
Pete Roselle on the back for
being such a strong commis-
sioner, are giving more or less
til
e back of their hand for
coming on too strong.
Was "Toosllarsh"
They're saying he was "too
harsh" on the Dolphins when he
deprived them of their first-
draft choice next January for
dealing th Shula before
getting rmlssion from the
Bal e Colts. They insist
wh Roselle did WAS an
outrage.
That's not really true.
Shute says he received
permission to deal with the
Dolphins from Steve Rosen-
bloom, son of Colts' owner
Carroll Rosenbloom, who was
In Europe at the time. Even
that is immaterial.
What is more to the point is
that Joe Robbie, the guy who
heads the Dolphins, knows the
rules and things. He didn't
t omply with them so now he also
knows the penalty. Roselle
could've been much rougher.
What if he had decided to void
Shula's new contract with
Miami?BELL WINS
BARCELONA, .Spain (UPI)-
England's Derek Bell, driving a
Brabham S130, added to his
European Formula Two point
total Smday by winning tie
170-kilometer Barcelona Grand
Prix. Henri Pescarolo of
France was second in a
Brabham and Emerson Fittipal-
di of Brazil third in a Lotus.
BILLIE JEAN SCORES
ROME (UPI).- Billie Jean
King of Long Beach, Calif.
scored a double Sunday in the
Italian tennis championships by
winning the women's singles
and doubles titles. Mrs. King
defeated defending champion
Tulle Heldman of New York, 6-
1, 6-3, and then teahied with
Rosemary. Casals of San
Francisco to defeat France's
Francoise Durr and Briton
Virginia Wade. 6-2, 3-6, 9-7.
rries To Improve
.Shula, the 40-year-old
lime -winner. of NF,..i.4,..Coaoft-
IMF Year honiari- VtitivIMS'
better winning record than any
other active professional coach,
can't be faulted for trying to
Improve himself.
„Shula found out something
about the Colts after he left
them. John Mackey, the big
tight end, said Shula got to
thinking he was "the biggest
thing since bubble gum" and
that he "panicked" in the 1969
Super Bowl game with the New
York Jets.
"I always thought highly of
John Mackey as a person and a
player," Shula says. "I'm
disappointed in what he said
but it does not change my
opinion of him.
There's a footnote there
somewhere,
rcria y *
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Beard Wins
Tournament
Of Champions
By JOE ST. AMANT
RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif.
(UPI).- Frank Beard looks like
the nearest thing in creation to
a golfing machine but a guy
who goes off to the church to
give thanks for winning $30,000
must have an emotional nature
under that hard exterior.
Beard, who will be 31 on May
1, ran away from the field
Sunday in the final round of the
72-hole, $150,000 Tournament of
Champions when he shot a one-
under-par 71 for a total of 273,
15 under.
"I knew I was ahead and I
shot for the middle of the
green," he said.
Beard's rounds were 70-64-68-
71- 273 - good for $30,000. Up
until this tournament, he had
won only $23,000 in 1970
although last year he was the
leading pro with $175,000.
Three-Way Tie at 28)
Seven strokes back at 280
there was a three-way tie -
Tony Jacklin, the British Open
king only two shots back after
three rounds who skied to a
final 76; defending champion
Gary Player, who took a 71,
and Billy Casper, the Masters
champion who had a 72.
"It looked like Beard was
playing a different course,"
Casper said.
Casper had to sink a 30-foot
birdie putt on the final green to
get into the three-way tie for
second, both $11,633.
Arnold Palmer played strong,
steady but unsencational golf
all the way, shooting 70-72-69-70
-281, seven under par. That
was good for fifth place and
$7,400.
Three shots back of Palmer
in sixth with the U.S. Open eh*
Orville Moody with a final 70
and a 284 total. He earned
$6,400.
Nicklaus lies for Seventh
There was a three-way tie for
seventh at 286 among Jack
Nicklaus, who shot 74; Bruce
Crampton, with a 76, and Dale
Douglass, with a 74. They each
won $4,766.
Beard and his wife, Pat, who
was on hand here, have three
youngsters and are expecting
another. Old Moneybags and his
wife went off to a Catholic
Church near here after he got
through with post-tournament
ceremonies.
Instead of heading for Texas
with most other pros for the
Byron Nelson Classic at Dallas,
Beard will take the week off
and go home to Louisville, Ky.
He plans to attend the
Kentucky Derby- his first.
-Wencend S-ts
,S - • •
By United Press International
Saturday
MONZA, Italy (UPI).- Pedro
Rodriguez of Mexico and Lee
Kinntmen, driving a Porsche,
won the 1,000-kilometer Monza
auto race.
---
PITTSBURGH (1.1131)--Quar-
terback Terry Bradshaw of
Louisiana Tech, pro football's
top draft choice last winter,
signed a 1970 contract with the
Pittsburgh Steeler s.
---
PHIL)DELPHIA (UPI)- Vii-
lanova University won five
individual events in the Penn
Relays relay carnival to
capture the team title.
---
Sunday
TRENTON, N. J.
Lloyd Ruby of Wichita Falls,
Tex., outdmiled national cham-
pion Mario Andretti to win the
ninth annual Trenton 200-mile
race- final tuneup for the
Indianapokik 500 auto race.
- --
RAMCHO LA COSTA, Calif,
CUPI)- Frank Beard fired a
final-round 71 and wound up
with a 72-hole total of 15-under-
par 273 to take the Tournament
f Champions golf tournament,
mom
TALLAHASSEE, Flo. (UPI)
Harold Henning of South
Africa won the $50,000 Tallahas-
see Open Golf tournatnegt, with
final rotmd 70 to beat . out
Ives McBee. •
Top Contenders Are Ready
For Kentucky Derby May 2
By RAY AYRES
UPI Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( UP I)-
The top contenders for next
Saturday's Kentucky Derby had
the preliminaries behind them
today following a weekend of
activity at Churchill Downie
with tht possibility that blin-
kers as well as speed and heart
could determine the winner.
My Dad George has the
CENTER PROBLEMS
PLAGUE PLAYOFFS
NEW YORK (UPI)-- The
National Basketball Association
championship series which re-
sumes here tonight between the
New York Knicks and Los
Angeles Lakers is turning out
to be the saga of the crippled*
centers- Willis Reed and Wilt
Chamberlain.
Reed hurt his left shoulder as
the Knicks took the opener Of
the best-of-seven series, 124-112,
Friday night, and the condition
of the league's Most Valuable
Player is the big question mark
for New York.
However, Los Angeles also is
having center problems with
Chamberlain, who has been far
below his top form since
making a speedy recovery from
a knee injury so he could play
in the playoffs. Chamberlain's
mobility was hampered in the
opening game against the
Knicks as Reed popped in 37
points, many of them from
outside.
"I told Wilt he would have to
go out 15 feet to take care of
eed," said Los Angeles Coach
Joe Mullaney, "and I wasn't
satisfied that he was doing it.
Of course, his brain might be
holding him back because it
knows he can't physicall
respond. Wilt's been our extra
Ingredient in the playoffs that
carried us this far, but the knee
is not perfect."
Two other players- Dave
Stallworth of New York and
Keith Erickson of Los Angeles
- also will play with minor
ailments. Stallwortn, a reserve,
jammed his thumbNin the first
game, and Erickson, a starting
forward, reinjured a sore right
ankle.
JOHNSON RELEASED
MONTREAL (UP!) - Tt.e
Montreal Expos Tuesday 1111cO1.
ditionally released pitcher hen
Johnson and recalled outfielder
Don Hahn from Buffalo of the
International League,
Hahn 'id .312 in '15- eprinTr
  _4=21;5E7A•
sent to Buffalo._ Johnson al-
lowed five earned runs in su
innings of pitching for Montreal
this season.
NEW BACKERS
ROCKFORD, r11. (UPI)-The
construction of the Blackhawk
Downs Race Track will resume
under new" a backers, it w•as
announced Tuesday.
The construction was 17,,Ited
in 1967 when the. ori,-,inat
backers withdrew, Del Iasi-0
was named president and
chairman of the board and ,Lid
the track will apply for racto.;
dates in 1971,
SPRAINS KNEE
CHICAGO (UPI) - Catcher
Randy Hundiey of the Chicago
Cubs suffered a severely
sprained knee in a play at the
plate Tuesday against the St.
Louis Cardinals. An operation
may be necessary.
Hundley, injured in a collision
with Carl Taylor, had his knee
placed in a cast. A decision will
be made Wednesday whether
an operation should be per-
formed.
MAKE TRADE -
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Out-
fielder Rick Reicliudt, one-
time bonus boy_ icy the
California. Angels, and infielder
urelio Rodriguez have been
traded to the - Washiaetorl
Senators in exchange for -third
baseman Ken McMullen.
heart, Silent Screen and Terla-
go have the speed and
Personality the blinkers.
"He's a competitor. He will
run hard. Win and he's going to
try You," said Silent Screen's
trainer awes Bond of My Dad
George and the colt's victory in
the Stepping Stone purse
Saturday.
It was the third straight
victory for My Dad George,
who won the Flamingo Stakes
and the Florida Derby. By
outgaming Terlago, the Santa
Anita Derby winner, in the
Stepping Stone, the son of 1953
Kentucky Derby winner Dark
Star established himself as the
ose Run favorite.
Teriago had his speed in the
race and was expected to be a
"tighter" for the Kentucky
Derby even though My Dad
George got away from him in
e dosing yards of the
Stepping Stone to win by a
neck.
There is no doubt that Silent
creen has, speed. He was the
juvenile champion a year ago
hen be won flee races and
397,966.
"We know he has 'brilliant
eed. We are trying to teach
im to relax and conserve it.
is was a step in the right
ection," said Bond after
ilent Screen came tack from a
'1 mile workout Sunday.
With Jockey Eddie Belmonte
, Personality also worked
y, going seven furlongs in
:26 3-5 and a mile in 1:39 2-5.
a • monte also worked out High
chelon for trainer John
acobs, whipping that colt over
'ye furlongs in 1:01 1-5 in
reparation for Tuesday's m-
ot the Derby Trial, when
arry Adams will ride.
Jacobs put blinkers on
Personality a few races back
and the colt has imprented with
each start, winning his lasttwo
races, including the Wood
Memorial.
• I,
RAYMOND BUCKETS
WINNING BASKET
FOR LOS ANGELES
Craig Raymond was a star in
the truest sence of the word
Sunday night.
The 7-foot center scored the
winning basket with 43 seconds
left to play for Los Angeles as
the Stars beat Dallas, 124-123,
and clinched their Western
Division semifinal playoff, four
games to two. Raymond
followed up his winning two-
pointer by blocking a Dallas bid
for the go-ahead basket with
only eight seconds left as the
Stars earned the right to meet
the winner of the Washington..
Denver series for the American
Basketball Association's Wes-
tern championship.
The Washington-Denver se-
ries stands 3-3, and will be
decided Tuesday night at
Denver while in the only
division-semiftnal series stil
unresolved, New York leads
Kentucky, 3-2, with the sixth
game scheduled for Tuesday
night in New York. The Nets
moved within one game of
advancing to the Eastern
Division finals against Indiana
by whipping the Colonels
Sunday, 127-112, Indiana had
advanced earlier by sweeping
Carolina in four straight.
Mack Calvin paced Los
Angeles with 27 points, and
George Stone had 23 while
Manny Leaks led Dallas with 32
in addition to pulling down 20
rebounds.
Bill Melchionni scored a
career high 39 points for the
Nets and teammate Walt Simon
chipped in with 31 as New York
was never headed after over-
coming a 31-30 Kentucky lead
early in the second period.
New York shot a sizzling 57.1
percent from the field and the
Colonels never had a chance.
Les Hunter scored 21 for the
Nets while Gene Moore paced
the Colonels with 28 and Jim
Ligon had 25. However, Louie
Dampier, Kentucky's leading
sparer, was held to only 13
points.
\Ell (IRK (1'111)-The New
Nork ankees set the record for
the most runs scored in one
World Seriek game When they
beat the New York Giants, 18-4
during the 1936 post-season
classic.
Teammate Says Buford Is
Most Underrated In League
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports Writer
Take it from All-Star outfiel-
der Paul Blair of the Baltimore
Orioles that teammate Don
Buford is the most underrated
player in the American League.
"Don is the guy who starts
most of our rallies," says Blair.
When Don hits, the Orioles
win."
Buford reversed the usual
procedure Sunday when he
completed a rally - rather than
starting one - with a three-run
eighth-inning hoker which gave
the Orioles a 10-9 victory over
the Kansas City Royals. It was
the Orioles' 14th straight
triumph over the Royals and
boosted them into first place in
the American League's Eastern
Division.
Buford's game-winning homer
Sunday came after Clay Dal-
rymple had walked and pinch-
hitter Terry Crowley had
singled. It offset a three-run
sixth-inning homer by Bob
Oliver which had given the
Royals the lead.
Drives in Four Runs
Brooks Robinson drove in
four runs with a double and two
singles and Dave Johnson also
homered for the Orioles. Dick
Hall was the winner with Pete
Richert picking up the save.
The Minnesota twins topped
the Detroit Tigers, 6-0, the New
York Yankees defeated the
Oakland Athletics, 8-3, the
Milwaukee Brewers beat the
Boston Red Sox, 5-3, the
'California Angels shaded the
Washington Senators, 3-2, and
the Chicago White Sox blanked
the Cleveland Indians,2-0.
The Twins Luis Tiant pitched
a three-hitter, collected three
hits himself, drove in a run and
stole i base. Mickey Lolich
suffered his second loss against
four victories from the Tigers.
Homers in Fifth
Jerry Kenney homered in the
fifth inning and capped a four-
run sixth-inning rally with a
two-run single as Mel Stottle-
myre gained his first victory
for the Yankees. Jack Aker
pitched the last three innings
and gained credit for his third
save. Bobby Murcer homered
for the Yankees and Don
Mincher connected for the
Athletics.
Max Alvis drove in two runs
and scored another In the
Brewers' victory over the Red
x. Gene Brabender went 8 2-3
Innings for the Brewers to pick
up the victory while Ray Culp
suffered the defeat.
Sandy Alomar broke out of an
0-for-20 slump with a double
and a single, drove in a run and
scored another, as Tom Murphy
went 7 1-3 innings for his third
win. Mike Epstein had a homer
and a double for the Senators
as Casey Cox dropped his first
game after three wins.
Joe Horlen and Wilbur Wood
combined in a four-hitter and
Luis Aparicio scored the 1,100th
run of his career in the White
Sox' victory over the Indians.
Horlen went seven innings and
allowed three hits with Wood
shutting out the Indians through
the last two innings.
Amon Wins Trophy
Race On Sunday
SILVERSTONE, England
(UPI)- Chris Amon of New
Zealand owns his first Formula
One victory in seven years,
The 26-year-old New Zealand
racer won the first heat of the
152 mile race which was held in
two 26-lap sections, and finished
second behind world champion
Jackie Stewart in the second
heat to capture the overall title
Sunday in the non-championship
International Trophy race. He
drove a works March 701.
Stewart finished second over-
all in the Ken Tyrrell March,
having been beaten by 14
seconds in the first heat.
The new Italian De Tomaso
came third in its first race with
Briton Piers Courage at the
wheel,
Amon completed the 52 lailt
round the 2.9 mile circuit in one
hour 13 minutes 32.2 seconds
for an average speed of 125.29
M.P.H.
The decisive second heat
round the fast airport circuit
saw the Scot just managing to
hold off Amon, but the
aggregate times of the two
heats gave Amon the win he
had sought for so long.
The race was for both
Formula One and Formula 5000
cars, but five American pow-
ered 5-liter cars were never in
the picture.
• •
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Ambitious date
hurt her standing
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have been a widower for some time,
and for the last year have been taking a divorcee to nice
places for dinner, to good shows, and to some nice parties.
Recently, I invited her to a large toriFtdhair She
told me she would go if I would buy her a new formal
dress with shoes and purse to match, and agreed to pay
to have her hair done.
Is that the way it's being done these days? CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: Only by those who are willing to go
for it. If the lady didn't have a presentable dress tor the
occasioo, she'd have been ahead to borrow one Alas,
another ambitious chick who may have killed the goose that
laid the golden eggs!
DEAR ABBY: The woman whose husband came to the
table bare-chested prompted me to write to you.
Bob and I had been married about two years when he
developed the habit of coming home from the office, strip-
ping, except for his undershorts, and coming to the dinner
table in that state of undress.
I begged him to at least wear a robe, but he refused.
Then I decided to cure him once and for all.
I took a large mixing bowl and combined flour, eggs,
honey, leftover baked beans, molasses-anything I happened
to have around. When my husband eat down for dinper, I
told him I had a "surprise" for him. Then I let him have
It! I dumped this mixture down on his bare chest.
He didn't talk to me for two days [that's how long it took
him to get the hooey and molasses out of the hair on his
chest].
I know it was a hateful thing to do, but he never came
to the table without a shirt and pants on again.
BOB'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: That must have been an enormous sacri-
fice. N. man makes a habit of displaying the body beautiful
unless he's coavinced that be Looks great that way.
DEAR ABBY: I suggest that "BOTHERED," whose hus-
band comes to the dinner table bare-chested, try what I did
to mine 19 years ago.
When we were first married, my husband started coming
to the table bare from the waist up. I asked him to please
put a shirt on for dinner but he said, "I always did this at
home and I don't intend to change." So I said, "Well, if you
can haft naked, so can I," anol I thee proceeded to peel
off , slip, and bra. "
just sat there for a while and finally said, "Okay,
if you'll put your clothes back on, so will I." And so we did.
And to this day he has never again come to the table
without a shirt. We get a good laugh now when we remember
bow I broke him of a very repulsive habit.
CHRISTINE FROM LOCKPORT, ILL.
DEAR ABBY: My husband, soon after we were married,
started to eat his dinner without a shirt on. He didn't wear
a "t" shirt or anything underneath, so I was supposed to
just look at that bare chest.
I asked him nicely to please put his shirt on, but Je
refused. Then I told him if I was going to serve a TOPLESS
man, he would have to look at a BOTTOMLESS waitress,
and I started to undress. Naturally, I didn't 4E4 very far.
That settled IL "MI"
What's year emblem? You'll feel better if you get it eft
year chest. Write as ABBY. Box 0700, LOS Angeles. Cal.
Met Far a personal reply eaeleae stamped, addressed
ewralsage.
Pb, Akihy's liesildel. Maw le Have a lire* Wedding,"
MS d 111 I. Abby, Oa INK Les kooks: Cal. ISM.
Peggy Pinn Is Head Of Nation's First
Aid School For Needed Talented Persons
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI)- Most
white lads and lassies aiming
for a career in television- on
camera or behind the scenes'-
draw on family funds for
tuition.
And most black fellows and
gals, lacking funds, are left to
dream about such careers while
they labor at mundane jobs in
many parts of the nation with
large black populations.
The point was made in an
Interview with Peggy Pinn, a
black woman who could change
that situation- if she had funds
to put her blueprint for training
blacks in motion.
Right now, Mrs. Pinn, major
demo at the nation's first and
only training school for inter-
ested, needed and talented
blacks, is proving that success
can come through such an
approach.
Graduates of her Black
Journal Workshop are making
their living in television and
film production.
The training school, near
National Education Television
(NET) headquarters in New
York, has sufficient funds only
to operate in New York. The
money comes from a corpora-
tion for public broadcast grant
-and that soon is up Or
renewal.
Mrs. Plan's idea of Utopia:
Enough funds to set up such
schools in cities with large
black populations. She is
national seer etary of the
National Association of Black
Media Producers.
She also is associate producer
of Black Journal, a NET
program showing documenta-
ries on problems of the black
community.
The night courses for talented
blacks work in edition rooms of
various film companies. Some
equipment used is provided on
a donation basis by sound
producers. And NET's facilities
also are used.
"For as long as I can
remember I've been involved in
working with the black commu-
nity," Mrs Pinn said. She was
City College of New York's first
black secretary and worked in
planning recreation for Har-
lem's children.
Her television background
was nurtured during her years
as executive secretary to the
late Irving Gitlin, director of
public affairs for Columbia
Broadcasting System (CBS),
Saving For "Rainy Day" Not Sensible
In Early Days Of Marriage: Economist
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)_A Lon-
don economist breaks sharply
with all the financial experts
who advise newlyweds to make
saving money as much a part
of the marriage ritual as the
honeymoon.
Saving for a "rainy day" is
not sensible in the early days of
marriage. Start stashing away
later,
The economist is Prof.
Maurice Peston, of the Univer-
sity of London. And what he
does is outline a savings plan
based on the fact that a
husband's - and possibly the
wife's -Income TM soar
"astronomically" in the years
ahead.
The economist explains, "If
PIPED IN Mrs. Millicent H. Fenwich lights up at her desk
in the New Jersey State Assembly in Trenton. She urges
legislation to give the state's women a new bill of rights
Caloric Cost of Living
Just breathing, sleeping
and eating represent a 1500
ha 1600 daily calorie expendi-
ture for nien (1000 to 1200
for women). The current, re-
vised daily recommended di-
etary allowances for cakaries
is set at 2$00 for the 22;year-
old mall %?,000 for his fat-
inlnt counteepart ). This
feaves a range-of 900 to 1200
calories to spend in a variety
of daily activities. The prob-
lem of obesity as well as the
radical decline in physical
activity common to today's
society were censidered
when current revised allow-
ances were established by the
Food and Nutrition Board,
.National Atademy of Sc--- National Research
Council.
'Free From Fuss
Any time you want to cut
beef into thin slices for suki-
yaki or narrow strips for beef
burgundy, wrap the meat and
quick freeze until firm but not
solid. Uniform carving is then
easy.
Groovy Gifts
The bride will think a
kitchen shower in her honor
is groovy. She is sure to need
such items as a roast meat
thermometer, timer, knives,
sharpening steel and meat
cutting board. Seasonings
and steak sauces are also
welcome. Metal skewers- for
kabobs to broil, a handy ham-
burger press and a fondue
pot are fun gifts. Attractive
loaf, round or square pan
for meat loaves and casse-
roles will fill a future need
Hot Dog Broil
For a change of dress, slit
frankfurters lengthwise and
fill with a strip of Swiss
cheese. Pre-cooked bacon or
pineapple rings provide text&
wrappers. Broiling melts the
cheese and heats the meat.
Drained crushed pineapple
mixed with peanuts is a sweet,
crunchy filler for another hot
dog broiler item. Or, baste
with zippy barbecue sauce
when broiling franks.
Pork Goes Oriental
Leftover pork loin roast or
fresh ham dices easily for a
super quick Oriental-style
menu headliner. Just lightly
pantry onions, green peppers,
celery and mushrooms in lard
and add cubed cooked pork
and a can of Chinese vegeta-
bles. Season with soy sauce.
Heat through. Serve on rice
or chow Mein noodles and pass
soy sauce.
Salami Makes a Hit
To give new zest to egg
salad sandwiches, add chop-
ped or ground salami. Try
the same trick with the stuff-
ing of deviled egga. The meat
will add heartiness as well as
extra flavor.
Broiler Lunch
For a quick luncheon dish
that is out of the ordinary,
cut luncheon meat in I-Inch
eubes and alternate with 1-
inch slices of banana on
small skewers. Place on rack
df broiling path 2 to 3 inches
from the , heat. Broil until
golden brown, turning once.
Split rotand hamburger buns
and toast in broiler at the
same time. Serve a cabbage
salad and milk._ _
you are bound to be receiving
higher real incomes in • the
course of time - these incomes
being well above those required
to maintain a minimum stan-
dard of living, let alone bar(
subsistence -it does not make
sense to save excessively at
the earliest stages of your
earning life."
The economist points out that
today's young marrieds have
lived all their lives in a period
of rising incomes. Prices, of
course, have risen too, eating
Into those increases.
But looking at the economy in
Britain alone, he says that by
the time "our married couple"
of today reach either 6016 -say
around the year 2009, incomes
will have increased in money
terms by 860 per cent, in real
terms by 150 per cent.
 Part of his projected increase
Is in the ever-growing trend of
wives taking on paying jobs. If
It continues, he says, "real
incomes...will be higher still."
Peston discusses family budg-
ets in "Getting Married,"
published by the British Medi-
cal Association. The current
Issue is the 15th of this annual
publication.
He makes a case for 'a
savings plan as the years go by
- especially, if quite correctly,
you do not regard social
security and supplementary
benefits (like pensions) suffi-
cient. "It also makes sense to
save for retirement,"
continues, he Don't Worry About Toddler's Lisp
Peston makes a case for He Reaches The Age Of Seven or
borrowing also. "People do
save to raise the deposit on a
house, and that is reasonable if
you cannot get a 100 per cent
mortgage.
"But if you are fortunate
enough to be able to bortow all
the money to buy a honse and
pay it back over 30 years, do so
with alacrity."
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen • Phone 753-1917 or 
753-4947
• • 
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fORMATION4 Shapely Mar-
- gailit Kay gives a fingertip
examination to the multi-
million-year-old matiiin
Meramee Caverns in St.in
ton. Mo. Why say, sp, akmg
formation.,--
' • ...
Monday, April V
The Dorcas Sunday School
am of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
a/ Mrs. A. C. Sanders, Canter-
bury Estates, at 7:90 p.m. Group
11, Mrs. Allen McCoy and Mrs.
Sanders, captains, are in charge
at the arraegements.
• • •
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at the dub house at
elm am. Hostesses will tie
Mesdames M. 0. Wrather, For.
rest Priddy. and J. W. Stuart,
• • •
Tbe Great Books Discussior
Group will meet at the Murray-
Calloway County Library al
seven p.m.
• • •
The Woman's Missionary Un-
ion of the Blood River Baptist
Association will meet at the
Baptist Sesient Center, Nortt
13th Street, at seven p.m.
. 11, 411
Tuesday, April 21
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of the Tau Phi Lambda soror-
ity will meet at the home Of
Mrs Loretta Jobs at seven p.m.
• • •
The Kirksey School PTA will
meet at the school at 7:30 p.m.
with Willard Ails to speak on
"Drugs". Eighth grade mothers
with graduating children will
be honored. The sixth grade mo-
thers will be hostesses.
• • •
Wednesday, April 29
The Sigma Delta Chapter of
Tau Phi Lambda sorority will
meet at the WOW building at
8:30 p.m.
• • •
Thursday, April 30
A Smorgasbord supper will
be served at the Woodmen of
the World building starting at
five p.m. sponsored by Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
015 now for Girls. Tickets are
available from any Rainbow
nembm.
• • •
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will have a spec-
Mil meeting at the Woman's
Club House at seven p.m.
• • •
The Young Woman's Assoc-
iation of the Blood River Bap-
tist Association will have its
anarterly meeting at the Flint
Baptist Church.
• • •
Friday, May I
The Senior Citizens Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
Community Center, Ellis Drive,
at 12 noon. Hostesses and host
.arid Mrs. Autumn Ezell, Mrs.
Hailet Dunn, a n d Collies
Scruggs. Officers will be elect-
• • •
May Fellowship Day will be
held at the First Christian
Mauch at ten a.m., sponsored
the Church Women United.
potluck luncheon will be
d at noon.
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)- Thends
no need to worry about a
toddler's lisp. But do worry if it
continues into the seventh or
eighth` year.
The lisp or other speech
problems in childhood can
signal real trouble ahead. Catch
suciNIMble - --
"It vnauld be unrealistic if we
expected a child to be able to
say the "S" sound before he
was three or four," says John
E, Bryant, an authority on
speech defects, "This does not
mean, however that he cannot
be helped to master all-or
most-of the sounds of speech
before he reaches seven and a
half."
Speech develops in various
stages from the "early cries of
discomfort caused by hunger,
pain and wet diapers" until at
about age two the child begins
using speech to communicate.
But there are problems which
can inter efer e with normal
speech development, says
Bryant.
In such instances, parents
should seek professional advice
- "Mr the longer the speech
disorder remains uncorrected,
the more difficult it becomes to
eradicate..."
Bryant discusses speech prob-
lems in detail in a new
publication from the Public
Affairs Committee, a New
York-based nonprofit education-
al organization. Bryant is
director of speech and hearing
services at the Mid-Island
speech and Hearing Center,
Commack, N.Y. and the publi-
cation Is called "Helping Your
Child Speak Correctly,"
Bryant says that causes of
speech disorders are numerous,
but the major types come from
organic (physical), functional,
or psychological.
Under organic, he lists causes
such as deafness or hearing
Nancy Mathis, Susan Hale, and Suzanne
Hale Will Receive State FHA Degrees
Miss Nancy Mathis
Miss Susan Hale
Miss Suzanne Hale
Three girls from Murray High
School have been notified that
they will receive the state Fu-
ture Homemakers of AmeriCa
degree.
The degree will be conferred
at the state FHA meeting to be
held June 3-5 at the University
of Kentucky, Lexington. This is
the highest award an FHA mem-
ber can attain.
The girls are as follows:
Miss Nancy Mathis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Ma-
this, 1505 Johnson Boulevard,
Murray. She is a junior, a mem-
ber of the band, Tri-Alphs,
NFL, second vice-president of
the FHA, and on the newspaper
staff. She is a member of the
First Baptist Church where she
is active in the youth activities
a member of the choir and
YWA, and teaches the nine
year old Girls Auxiliary group
Miss Susan Hale, a senior, i=
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Reid Hale, College Farm Road
She is co-editor of the year
book, vice-president of Tri-Al
phs, 1969-70 FHA president
member of the chorus, song lea
der of the Kentucky Lake Dis
trict FHA, and is vice-president
of the MYF of the First Unitec
Methodist Church.
Miss Suzanne Hale, a senior
Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Hale, Broad Street. She is
a member of the band, Tr -Al-
phi, Black and Gold newspaper
staff, Tiger annual staff, and
served as 1968-69 secretary and
1969-70 first vice-president of
the FHA.
The FHA advisor for the
three girls is Mrs. 0. T. Lilly.
Farmstead Geography
Where do the nation's
farm families live? The
southern states lead with
44.5%, followed by the north
cehriall area with 311.8%. Of
the remainbritamilies, 9.5%
live in the Avert and 7.2% in
the northeast.
Until
Eight
problems, since a child learns
to talk by listening to others
clefts of the palate, imgcope;
bite (malocclusion), brain Inju-
ry, cerebral palsy, and defomi-
ties of the mouth, throat or
larynx.
Functional • cattses could be
poor health during the first two
Years of We, lack of motivatiOn
to learn, inadequate teeddes„,
Imitation Polar 91)4 t awl
Immaturity.
Or, psychologically, a child
may react with frustration to
the unrealistic standards set by
his parents, which can lead to
delayed speech or to stuttering.
The child of an overly
protective parent "who antici-
pates his every need" may find
It unnecessary to talk.
Bryant frowns on those who
suggest a child will "outgrow"
a speech disorder, "Unfortun-
ately, if their children do hay
true speecfi problems, th
chances are they will not...", h
says.
MUM
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Elkins,
742 Nash Drive, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl, Tra-
de Lynne, weighing six pounds
nine ounces, bon on Tuesday,
April 21, at 8:50 p.m. at Ithe
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal
The new father is employed
at the Jim Adams IGA Store.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Buren Elkins of Murray
Route Six and Mr. and Mrs. G.
T. Brandon of Murray Route
Four.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Rosie Elkins of Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Hughie Suiter ot Murray
Route Seven, and Mr. and Mrs
E. B. Brandon of Murray Route
Four. •
"Come As You Are"
Brunch Is Held At
Oaks Country Club
A "Come As You Are"
Brunch was held for the ladies
of the Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday, April 22, at eight-
forty-five o'clock in the morn-
ing at the club.
Four costume prizes were a-
warded. They were for t h e
tackiest to Mrs. Mabel Rogers,
the prettiest to Mrs. Doris Rose,
the funniest to Mrs. Kathryn
Outland, and the most original
to Mrs. June Johnson.
Refreshments of coffee and
pastries were served and the
morning was spent informally
with some of the ladles playing
golf.
Hostesses for the brunch
were the officers who are Mes-
dames Linda Adams, Kay Ray,
Sandra Edwards, Laura Parker,
Cathryn Garrott, Sheila Grogan,
Ellie Keene, Betty Thompson,
Marilyn MeCuiston, Betty Gore,
Mary Alice Smith, and Ada Sue
Roberts.
The first ladies day golf will
be held on Wednesday, April
29 with tee off time at nine
a.m. Golf hostess is Mrs. Mar-
ilyn Adkins, phone 753-7722. -
• • •
Anuhis was an ancient Egypt-
ian god of the dead.
*
The Barents Sea is part of the
Arctic water system.
CORN INC-;!- WARE
SPECIAL OFFER
Bake 'n Fry Set
988
10" Covered Skillet
1 1/4 gt Covered Baking rase
Livatte0 Tana Otter Fab 22 May 30 1970
STARKS HARDWARE •
CfAilral
I 011
RII/
Sa le Saturday. May 9th
Now thru
Seamless 19c p„
- Nylons
limit 3 a'
Full Slips
Half Slips
Gowns
Pajamas
Regular
$I 99
$299
SAL E
$11" 2 for $3.
269 2 for $S
Robes and Sets
$399
$499
$599
Sall
3.79
4.69
5.49
Handbags
All
Reduced!
All
Blouses
and
Shirts
(41.0
$2 99
$3 99
$499
$S 99
Shop and
Save
this
Sale
at all
Sale
2.69
3.79
4.69
5.49
• Cash
• Charge
• Layaway
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Heroin Is Becoming Readily
Available In Suburban Areas
By United Press Internationai
For years it was a ghetto
problem. Now heroin has
become available in suburban
areas and menaces the unwary.
UPI has prepared a condensed
guide to the physical properties
and known dangers of this most
hellish of narcotics.
Heroin is a semisynthetic
derivitive of morphine, an
opium-based narcotic. Its street
names are H, scag, smack,
horse, stuff, Harry. Whatever
called, it at worst kills and at
best hopelessly ruins thousands
and thousands of humans.
Heroin is sold in glassine tags
and currently low-grade varie-
ties can be purchased on New
York streets for $1 a bag,
meaning any kid with movie
money is a potential addict.
There is no cure. Even ex-
addicts never refer to them-
selves as cured. They know the
character weaknesses that
started them can never be
entirely overcome. Federal
authorities estimate more than
95 per cent of the heroin
addicts treated at their facili-
ties in Lexington, Ky., and Fort
Worth, Tex., will relapse within
days after their release.
Heroin is sniffed; "skin-
popped"- inserted under the
skin; or "mainlined," shot
directly into the veins. Many
addicts must support habits
that cost $75 to $100 a day.
They steal, and since they get
far less than what the goods
are worth, it often takes $300
worth of stealing to support a
$100-a-day habit.
dulls the edges of
reality. Addicts say it takes
their mind off their troubles.
But as soon as the euphoria
begins to wear off, withdrawal
symptoms set in. Only with
another fix can the addict ward
off the chills, the trembling, the
dizzyness, the hypertension
withdrawal brings. And while
all authorities agree the ad-
dict's involvement with crime
Is not a chemical result of the
drug itself, - -they- emphasize
constant worry about support-
ing the habit breeds in the
addict the need to turn to a life
af crime. But heroin addicts
almost always steal money and
property- rarely are theirs
crimes of passion or violence.
Even after an addict is
detoxified, he usually returns to
the environment that bred his
dependence on drugs - his
neighborhood, his friends, his
family or employment prob-
lems. One addict says he had
taken heroin on a dare 23 years
before and had never been able
to quit. He is 36. "I've been a
vegetable since that first shot,"
he cold "I'm one of the
walking dead."
Large doses can sufficiently
slow body functions to cause.
death. Because it is cut before
It is sold, the addict never
knows what dose he is taking.
An addict accustomed to bad
horse can die of an overdose in
10 minutes should he mistaking-
ly get good stuff. In addition,
heroin users often developed
abscessed veins and hepatitis
from dirty needles, suffer
malnutrition because their habit
dulls the appetite, and take the
chance the heroin they purch-
ased was adulterated with rat
wder or other white poisoas.
What makes the problem so
idespread and difficult to
ntrol is that it is enormously
ucrative. Persons who supply
ushers can make as much as
750-$1,000 a day.
The penalties for heroin are
stiff-the same as for marijua-
na. But the government is
coming to realize addiction is
an illness. The answer lies in
cutting off the source as well as
sterner penalties and greater
police emphasis on nabbing the
distributor. Laws include jail
terms of 2 to 20 years and fines
to $20,000 for possession; selling
or disposing carries jail terms
of 5 to 20 years and fines up to
$20,000; and sale or disposal by
persons over 18 to persons
under 21 is punishable by 10 to
40 years and $20,000 fines.
In 1814 compulsory appren-
ticeship was ended by a lera-
lative act in England.
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Cancer warnings
There are seven common warning signs of cancer.
If you show any of them, see your doctor immedi-
ately. The seven signs:
• Unusual bleeding or discharge.
• A lump or thickening in the breast or else.
where.
• A sore that does not heal.
• Change in bowel or bladder habits.
• Hoarseness or cough.
• Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.
• Change in a wart or mole.
Funds Still Needed 
:Gail Lynch
Returns Home
Little Gail Lynch has returned
home. Gail has been in Barnes
Childrens Hospital in St. Louis
for almost three months with a
serious liver ailment. Although
Gail was allowed to return home
for a short while she must still
take medication and is under the
care of her doctors in St. Louis
as an out-patient. She is not
able to attend school.
She will have to make many
return visits to the hospital in
St. Louis for treatment and willhave to continue to take medi-
FOLLOW SNOUTS RULES
CAREFUL to
crush all
smokes dead out.
New Craft May Solve Oil-Spill Menace
This new vessel-the MOP-CAT-offers fresh hope for fast cleanup of oil spills an our water-ways One is shown doing a hitherto-unheardof type of solvag• job on the Hudson River.
ay JAMES NEVIN MOW*
Central Press Association Correspondent
NEW YORK-Rememberthe newspaper headline stories of
last spring and summer? "Forty-two thousand' gallons of fuel
oil have spilled into the sea off San Diego Bay"; and "One hun-
dred .thousand gallons of slop oil have broken out from a tank
near Albany, N.Y., into the Hudson River."
There's welcome news from home owners, bathers, fishermen
and sailboat owners nationwide in this report from Bayonne,
NJ.: A 25-foot boat carrying equipment new to science, promises
to help solve America's oil-slick pollution problem. The sticky
mess invadeArivers, docks, boathouses and bathing beaches, kills
fish and waterfowl, and makes waterways filthy and stinking.
The tiny vessel, nicknamed MOP-CAT, prdved its worth in a
recent test in the murky wat'ers off Bayonne. N.J..Carrying a
revolutionary kind of cleanup 
device, it cut a 15-foot swath
through a contaminated area, re-
covering polluted oil from the
water's surface. The entire area
was restored to its normal con-
dition of cleanliness In less than
three hours.
MOP-CAT is called a cata-
maran boat because it has two
hulls. The cleanup craft is the
prototype of somewhat larger
production models which are
scjItedulid to be available within
hie next few months
• • •
ceasing.
The MOP-CAT is intended for
use right after an oil spill oc-
curs, which means before it
spreads out of control. Other
planned uses include: for per-
iodical policing of, inland waters
polluted by oil or 611 wakes, and
garbage dumpling.
The vessel operates In waters
as shallow as two feet and
against headwinds, river cur-
rents and tides, Its equipment
enables it to handle any kind of
oil, retrieve it and store it In
THE VESSEL was designed drums, bags or collecting reser-
for everydagservice around dock voirs, or for pumping the oil to
areas and other inland watirs land for immediate use or stor-
where oil spills are most likely age.
to occur. However, it is light- Attached to the MOP-CAT is
weight enough to be imMedlate- what oil handlers call a "float-
ly transportable by helicopter ing boom" which serves to en.
for emergericy strvice Any trap oil and water-surface de-
area. The oil it recovers is said brie. Literally, the boom scoops
to be salvaged in good condi- up and wrings out the oil slick
tion and is immediately usable and separates It from wastes
without 'the need of major pro- and water.
APRIL 27 1970
•111*. • ••••••
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Another big advantage of the
new type, of oil boom is that
"it can contain and concentrate
an oil slick to the thickness of
-inch or more." In•addition,
the manufacturer claims the
"MOP-CAT, in its planned larg-
er sizes will be capable of re-
covering spilled oil from the
water's surface at the rate of
at least 50 barrels an hour."
• • •
"AT THIS rate, which figures
out at 42 gallons to the barrel,
as much as 2,100 gallons of oil
slick can be recovered in only
an hour. This in turn figures
out at 42.000 'pillows in 20
hours, as in an operation re-
quiring three shifts of work-
men. The 42,000-gallon figure
Ls said to be twice the reported
leakage per day as occurred in
the big leak off Santa Barbara
last spring," the firm insists.
For every gig oil spill such as
the ones at Santa Barbara and
Albany, there occur every year
in our inland or protected wa-
ters some 500 or more smaller
leakages near cities, according
to the manufacturer who points
out: "Such small spills average
around 5,000, gallons each."
The MOP-CAT'S double' hull
is exceptionally buoyant, corn-
prising two foam-filled alumi-
num-alloy hulls tontiected , by
all-welded structural members
and deck; KU parts are _stict t9
be corroston7resistant, sea-Wor-
thy and maintenance-free
cation.
Gail's father, Dorudd Lynch,
is a teacher at Hardin Elemen-
tary school where Gail was a
third grader before entering
the hospital.
Her father was unable to get
hospitalization insurance for
Gail because of her illness.
Friends of the family started
a fund drive to assist the family
with Gail's expenses and AP-
proximately $3,640 has been
contributed. Several special
events have been held with pro-
ceeds going to the fund.
Although she has been able
to return home temporarily,
there are many continuing ex-
penses including medication and
return visits to the hospital.
Anyone wishing to contribute
to the fund may mail their con-
tribution to Mr. Mike millor,
fund drive chairman, Box 124,
Hardin, Ky.; mrs. viola means,
treasurer, Rt. 1, Hardin, or
Mr. Joe Wilson, Hardin Ele-
mentary School, Hardin.
* * *
There were 2,446 Americsm,
killed in the Spanish-Ameriorol
Vi d r.
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Support For Minimum Basic Income Firm Across Nation
on a national basis, support
for the AdminLstration's welfare
reform program by independent
businessmen, that would give a
minimum basic family income,
appears to be bolding firm.
The computer analysis of the
25,304 returns for the first quar-
ter to the continuous survey of
the National Federation of Indep-
endent Business shows 60 per-
cent in favor, with 29 percent
opposed and 11 percent holding
no opinion. The vote in favor by
months was: 61 percent in Jan-
uary, down to 59 percent in Feb-
ruary and up to 60 percent in
March.
But a further analysis of the re-
sults on a regional haqis reflects
considerable shifting of business-
men's opinion in both directions.
In the New England States whe-
re only 61 percent were found
in January to be in favor, in Mar-
ch this jumped to 66 percent. In
the East South Central states
where in January only 48 percent
were in support, this increased.
in March to 58 percent.
In the East North Central stat-
es and the South Atlantic states
the support for the Administra-
tion's proposal holds steady at
64 percent, but in other areas an
erosion of earlier support is
Indicated,
In the Middle Atlantic states
where 73 percent were in favor
In January, it dropped to 68 per-
cent in March, in the Mountain stampo.”
States it dropped from 64 to 52
percent and in the Pacific States 
from 63 to 60 percent. In the
West South Central states where
a majority have never been in
favor, the percentage dropped
from 45 to 40 percent in March.
Although the continuous field
survey of the National Federa-
tion usually results in around
25 percent of the respondents
writing in their additional co-
mments. The additional comm-
ents on the welfare subject app-
ear to be in much heavier volu-
me, indicating a high degree of
feeling on the subject. Typical
comments in favor of the Ad-
ministration's proposal follow,
A California oil distributor
uggigipp* tifygtApto is
the first ocean-going vessel to arrive in the .j.eke Ertie port
of Cleveland this seaSon The ship, carrying wine and indus-
trial equipment from Hacnhorg, Germany. broke through the
Ice in the St..1.,:mrence Seaway to win honors.
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY -
Truly Fine Clean,ng * phone 753 3152
ialko FLY BAIT
This is the ORIGINAL
Sugar Fly Bait
You can pay less for Fly
Bait, you can pay more - -
you can buy it tolored
blue, red, yellow or
pink, but why take a
chance? It You have a,
Fly problem outside, use
din
GUARANTEED
Fly Bait
with nine employees says,"..
keep up efforts to make welfare
programs more efficient and less
costly over the long run."
The proprietor of a Southern
California repair shop says, "
feel $3,920 (obviously referring
to the earnings a faintly could
have before welfare payments
would be cut off) is not enough
for a family of four. $5,000
would be more like it,"
A Minnesota realtor says,
"Welfare is something I think
very important, However, I am
fed up with the present system
that allows able-bodied people to
sit on their hind ends. Let's get
a program to train these people
to support themselves."
A Michigan sales agency with
tour employees says, "The wel-
fare program has become a way
of life for too many people and
reform is greatly needed."
A Wisconsin water service op-
erator with six employees says,
"In my opinion please help the
welfare people, but stop giving it
to them. Training is a wonderful
thing, but they can do unskilledjobs."
A Tennessee garage owner
says, "Welfare is one of the
most abused programs we have.
We have tried to get some of the
big strong young fellows to work
too many times. They have re-
fused bee use their families
were getting welfare and food
Non-college youths
receive guidance
NEENAH, Wis. (UPI)-High
school graduates who cannot
afford a college degree are not
getting enough vocational guid-
ance, according to the Advisory
Council on Vocational Ed-
ucation.
To help close the information
gap and at the same time aid
those teen-agers who have
trouble finding jobs even when
there's a shortage of help, Kim-
erly-Clark Corporation has
instituted on-location briefing
sessions for high school coun-
selors The program gives coun-
selors a first-hand look at educa-
tional 'opportunities for students
who do not plan a college
career. Under the plan the Kim-
berly-Clark Corporation has in
stituted on-location briefing
sessions for high school coun-
selors. The prbgram gives coun-
selors a first-hand look at tduca-
tional opportunities for students
who do not plan a college career.
Under the plan the Kimberly-
Clark Foundation, which sup-
ports the program, takes advisers
on a three-day all-expenses-paid
tour of selected schools.
* * *
ALPERT'S DIVORCE
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Musi-
cian Herb Alpert and his wife
Sharon have announced jointly
they are filing for divorce to
end their 12-year marriage.
Alpert, 35, who rose to fame
four years ago with his Tijuana
Brass, and his wife are the
parents of two children, Dore,
10, and Eden, 4, The couple
separated a year ago,
A California insurance agent
says, "Welfare costs are out of
reason and can only go higher
unless we do something to make
It worthwhile for people to get
off welfare."
Those opposed to the Adminis-
tration's plan are equally as ex-
pressive,vof their viewpoint.
The owner of a Wisconsin ptio.
tographic studio expresses a
viewpoint of many who write in
with the following: "People who
draw welfare should not be per-
mitted to vote."
A California dry cleaner with
-seven employees goes even fur-
ther in tnis direction writing,
"It seems to me that all thepoli-
Helens are worrying about is
votes from welfare recipients.
Some of these families have had
their hands out for two or three
generations and couldn't hold a
job if they had one. I cannot see
a minimum basic annual income
to able-bodied families,"
An Ohio beverage distributor
with three employees says, "I
would not allow any kind of bene-
fit for people able to work...not
even food stamps, and even
though I have relatives in another
state on relief, I feel very strong-
ly about this."
A dairy operator in Kentucky
with twelve employees commen-
ts, "I am opposed to assistance
of any type to either single people
or married couples. This in-
cludes food stamps, unless they
are too old or severely hand-
capped."
A South Dakota retailer says,
"Welfare and relief should be for
the aged and only those unable to
work, none of which should be
money but purchase orders with
a very strict fine of $5,000 gar
the first offense of anyone acce-
pting a trade of groceries for liq-
uor."
A Missouri contractor says,
"We are opposed to all give-away
programs to persons who are
able to work."
Whether respondents are for,
or against, the 
Administration'sprogram, there appears to be
no reluctance to make their view-
points known.
GARBAGE STRIKE
PARIS (UPI).- Garbage lit-
tered the streets and sidewalks
of Paris today from a five-day-
old garbage collectors' strike.
Fewer than one-ftfth of the
city's 700 garbage trucks have
been operating since most of
the 3,800 i,arbagemen went on
strike for higher -wages and
better working conditions last
Saturday.
JUST FORGOT
EARTH, Tex. (UPI).- One
place where they didn't observe
Earth Day Wednesday was in
the little town of Earth, Tex.
"It just slipped up on us," said
Terry Martin, Earth Chamber
of Commerce president. "We
just failed to do anything about
it." The West Texas town,
population 1,144, has very little
pollution anyway.
MR. FARMER:
PLANTING QUALITY SEED
DOESN'T COST IT PAYSI
STULL
IMMO ONO
HYBRIDS
Stulls Hybrid Won The Kentucky
Corn Derby Again!
Highest official yields in 5 acre division ever check-
ed by the University of Kentucky.
We have all varieties and sizes available with plates
furnished.
SEE YOUR LOCAL STULL DEALER
ELLIS POPCORN
12th & Chestnut Murray, Ky.
PAINT SPECIAL!
GLIDDEN WALL PAINT !"2_1:$1.08:::
DISCONTINUED COLORS
OUTSIDE WALL PAINT LATEX FLAT WALL PAINT
$4.50 ...a. $5.85 per ad.
We Stock Wallpaper
Over 150 Different Patterns To Choose From
We Also Sell and Install
All Major Lines of Floor Coverings
and Carpets
HUQHES PAINT STORE
411 Maple Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Calloway FFA
(Contin4ed hrom Page 1)
Jimmy Newman, Webster Coun-
ty, first; Jerry Prowell, Fredo-
nia, second, and Richard Wigg-
ins, Sedalia, third. Team: Cald-
well County, with 858 points;
Lone Oak with 847 points, and
Daviess County, 837 points.
Soil Judging: Individual -
Dale Mitchell, 'Trigg County,
first; Avery Boyd, LOWtS., sec-
ond, and Dean Cresby, Benton,
third. Team - Trigg County,
first, with 792 points; Caldwell
County, 776 points, and Fredo-
nia with 744 points.
Tobacco Grading: Individual
- Jeff Howard, Sedalia, first;
Gary Hoskins, Muhlenberg
County, second, and Glen Wil-
lett, Fancy Farm, third. Team'
- Lone Oak, first with 500
points; Fancy Farm, 497, and
Sedalia, 475.
Seed Identification and Tag
Judging: Bobby Hobbs, Fancy
Farm, first; Ricky Travis, Farm-
ington, second, and a tie for
third-place between Dan Bow-
den, Symsonia, and Frank Hays,
Adairville, with 387 points each.
Weed Plant Identification:
Scott Shupe, Farmington, first;
Dale Matheny, Lowes, second,
and Steve Byerly, South Mar-
shall, third.
Tractor Driving: Tim Hedge,
Cuba, first; Keith Tilford,
Heath, and Mike Barclay, Hick-
man County, tied for second,
and Danny Chapman, Calloway
County, Fred Tapineau, Weo-
ster County, and Phillip Clark.
Carlisle, tied for third place.
Auctioneering: Cashie White,
Lyon county, First; Danny Har-
ris, Lowes, second, and Byron
Powell, Henderson County,
third.
Welding: Individual - Calvin
Moyers, Lowes, with 89 points.
Team - Lowes, first, with 256
points: Hickman County, see
ond, 240 points; Fulton Coun-
ty, third, 298, and Reidland,
fourth, 225 points.
Each participant was requir-
ed to make three welds: a flat
butt down, a flat butt up and
a fillet up.
Winners in each event are ex-
pected to compete in the state-
wide contests in late summer
at the Kentucky State Fair in
.Louisville.
Amos Tackett. an associate
professor of agriculture at Mur-
ray State, was the over-all chair
man for the event, and Danny
udolph, a senior and president
of the Agriculture Club at the
University, was the student
chairmsut.
Aviculture students at the
University conducted the events.
No One ...
(Continued From Page 1)
Letter To Editor
(Continued From Pao. I)
one teneth of one per cent of
the larger, mistaken value.
NASA now is given between
three and four billion dollars
per year, so that a century will
pass, at current spending rates,
before $340 billion is spent. The
spent money is not heaved into
space. It is distributed right
here in America. The greatest
techailogical team and the most
impressive scientific project
the world has ever known were
made possible. Technology is
ultimately the greatest military
asset. The nation that faces a
power inferior in modern weap-
onry, surveillance devices and
defensive equipment is almost
certain to win.
If critical laboratories and
research facilities were closed
to scrape up money for a cha-
otic, massive military buildup,
little good would be achieved.
Much material would end up in
the black market. Local com-
manders would be swamped
with unneeded material. The
war effort would bog down.
I have 'faith in President Nix-
on's plans to deal with the Viet-
nam war. 1 also have confidence
in the president's favorable at-
titudes toward space travel. He
feels that space expenditures
do not hum the war effort. So
Owens and driven by Audrey IL
Owens of 509 South 8th Street,
Murray, and a 1967 Oldsmobile
- hardtop driven by Melanie Ann
Moore of Kevil Route Two.
Police said the Moore car was
going north on 16th Street. The
Owens car was going south on
18th Street, and had stopped
to turn into Sycamore Street.
Mrs. Owens said she waited for
the Moore car to pull out, but
when it didn't she turned left
onto Sycamore Street, according
to the police report
Damage to the Owens ear was
on the left front fender and
front end, and to the Moore car
Off the trent and andekil
Sr.
Sincerely,
Kim Smith
1508 Henry Street
Dear Mr. Williams:
On behalf of the Business ind
Professional Women's Club of
Murray, Kentucky, I wish to
thank you and your society edi-
tor, Mrs. Burkeen for the good
coverage you have always so
kindly given um
Especially do I-want to thank
you for this past year while I
was serving as the club's re-
porter. The prompt coverage
and the most wonderful way
that Mrs. Burkeen accepted the
material - sometimes by tale'
phone and other times in scrib-
bled notes - and the capable
way in which she wrote it, a-
long with the placement in The
Ledger es Times has given us
recognition that we appreciate
very much.
We feel sure that keeping our
activities and accomplishments
abreast to the public and our
club mesnbers has furthered
our cause and given us a desire
to go forward to the objects of
the BF'W Club. Namely:
1. To elevate the standards
for women in business and the
professions;
2. To promote the interest of
business and professional wo-
men;
3. To bring about a spirit of
cooperation among business and
professional women of the Unit-
ed States;
4. To extend opportunities to
business and professional wo-
men through education along
lines of industrial, scientific
and vocational activities.
Again let me thank you and
your staff for the kindly treat-
ment of publicity for our or-
ganization.
We have bad a fruitful and an
enjoyable year under our presi-
dent Mrs. Odell Vance and her
staff members. We are looking
forward to another prosperous
and pleasant year.
Sincerely Yours,
Mrs. Hoyt (Opal) Roberts
areleawmpregente* h(),. pet...eget
IA the woritrimohair. nes oVe...
Land
Transfers
William A. Warren to Norman
L. Schaal; lot In Sherwood Forest
Subdivision.
Calloway County Land Com-
pany Inc. to Alfred G. Thomas
and Mar; Bob Thomas; lot in
Pine Bluff Shores SubdivLsion.
Owen H. Hale and Louise Hale
to Lloyd Buchanan, Mitchell Sto-
rm, Herman Wicker, Luther He'
Won, Gary Wicker, and Earl
Lee, trustees of Elm Grove Bap-
tist Church; property on Highway
94 East,
Ben B. Morris and Mary Lena
Morris of Wickliffe to Orbey
Better and Ada Better of Padu-
cah; lot in Lakeway Shores.
Norman L. Schaal to E. S.
Roberts and Thelma Roberts;
lot in Sherwood Forest Subdivi-
sksa.
E, S. Roberts and Thelma Rob-
erts to Cook Sanders andl, Wells
Purdom, Jr., co-partners d b a
Sanders and Pur dorn Motor Sales;
lot in Sherwood Forest Subdivi-
sion.
Earl K. Byerly and Pearl Byer-
ly to Patrick James Estes and
Brenda Brandon Estes; lot in
Plainview Acres Subdivision.
Fulton E. Young and Irene C.
Young to Jackie Burkeen and
Shirley Burkeen; correction of
deed to lot in Lynnwood Estates
Subdivision.
Jesse Parrish and Ruby Perri-
sit to E, A. Puckett and Charlo-
tte W. Puckett; lot in PurdoM
and Dick addition.
Thomas J. Meals and Myrtle
Mania to Jesse D. Parrish and
Ruby Parrish; property in Call-
oway County,
John O. Pasco and Ruth E. Pa-
sco to Charles Stubblefield, Mar-
guerette Stubbleffeld, Jack Glov-
er, and Norma Glover; lot in
Pasco Subdivision.
Frank Russell Heroux =dime
ce Virginia Heroux to Larry Nel-
son Wadkins and Dorothy Mae
Wadkins; lot on Murray-Cross-
land Road.
William A. Warren to Jack
D. Ward and Mildred L, Wart
five lots in Sherwood Subdivi-
sion,
William A. Warren to Charles
H. Daughaday and Ruth L, Date
ghaday; lot in Sherwood Forest
Subdivision.
Jack Beale Kennedy, Gene St-
eely, Franklin Rogers and Rob,
art Hibbard to Claude Vaughn
and Annie Vaughn; two lots in
Camelot Subdivision,
Lakeland, Inc., to James W.
Futrell and Joanne Futrell; lot
In Panorama Shores.
William E. Dodson and Juana
Dodson to Tax Rogers and Viola
H, Rogers; correction of deed on
lot on North 17th Street.
Sandra G. Simpkins to Andrew
Farris and Christa Farris; 60
acres in Calloway County.
Andrew Farris to Sandra G.
Simpkins; 60 acres in Calloway
County.
Glee Thorn and Mildred Thorn
to Charles K. Jeffrey and Mary
L. Jeffrey; property in Callo-
way and Marshall County.
Murray-Calloway County Air.
port Board to Murray Flying
Service, Ince agreement for
operation of 'airport.
Affidavit of descent of Otis
L. Eldridge • died November
30, 1945, to Lotie Eldridge, Lur.
line Bucy of San Louis Obispo,
Calif., Charles Leroy Eldridge,
Loretta Fuqua of Geoesco,
and Ophelia Geurin.
Mildred L. Ward, Larry Rhod-
es, Raiford B. Rhodes, Nelle
Bird, Laurel Pffaum, and LaVo.
nne Woodjo Halfogd B. Rhodes
itage Rhodiii; 53 acres in
Calloway County.
Mildred L. Ward aria others
to Halted B . Rhodes and Mary
Rhodes; five acres in Calloway
County.
J. Lytuntood Morris, Kuple
Morris, Jane Ann Reaves, and
Glindel Reaves to Commonwealth
of Kentucky for use and benefit
of Murray State University; two
lots in College Terrace Sundi.
vision.
Jerry Roberts and Linda Rob.
erts to M C McCtdston and Ha.
zel McCuistOn of Birmingham,
Mich., deed of assumption of
property in Calloway County.
M. E. Outland and Josephine
Outland of Paducah to James. D,
Futrell of Murray; 108 acres in
Calloway County.
Cecil Taylor to C. W. Outland
and Mary Outland; lot in Alm°.
/Fa new car
is the answer to
your 191103/ei1t4
?1'?
9. le•
Let us finance it
for you the MFA way.
Let Your INSyOURANCE Be
SEE YOUR WA INSURANCE AGE
NT
DOUG WILLOUGHBY
Office Building., Peens 713-1122
26,1 South Firth Murray, 
Kentucky
Purchase Area
Hog Market
-r---
Federal Strte Market News
service, 4-27-'70 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hcg Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Stations.
Remipts 750. Head, Barrows
and Gilts Fully 25 cents Lower;
Sows, Steady.
US 1-3 200 230 lbs $24.00-24.23,
US 24 190-240 lbs $23.30-24.00;
US 2-4 240- 260 lbs $23.00-23.50;
US 34 280 280 lbs $22.30-23.00;
SOWS:
M'S 1.2 P70-350. fin $'19.7320.31r.
t's .1 300 550 lbs 31850.1975
MS 9,3 1504150-Me ME 00-11130
State Moose ...
(Continued From Pao. 1)
ner meeting were James Raw-
lings, Director of Publicity and
Arden& Purcell, Deputy Grand
Regent, Women of the Moose.
Rawlings told the members
that the Loyal Order of the
Moose now has a membership of
over one million men and wo-
James McKinney
Govenor
Jo Reeder
Jr. Regent
Ora Lee Farris
Senior Regent
Virginia Scott
Guide
Ardella Purcell
Deputy Grand Regent
of Kentucky
George Hodge
Past Govenor
men in more than 2000 lodge
and 1500 chapters.
He reviewed information con-
an:mg Mmneheart, the home
for sons anci daughters of de
ceased members of the Loyal
Order of the Moose. This "cluld
city" is located about 40 miles
west of Chicago on 1200 acres
It has an accerdited school sy-
stem with instructions in var-
ious trades. Since 1913 over
8,000 children have benefited
from this home.
Moosiehaven is a home fur
qualified aged Moose member.
and their wives This home is
located just south of Jackson
vale, Florida.
Mayor Holmes Ellis extend,..11
a welcome to the visitors and
gave a short &saline of the
good features of the city se,
eral Women of the Moose wer.,
Introduced as well ai
moose Queen Mrs. Virgin.
Scott.
J. Oscar Clam Natemai Di
rector for the Midsouth itegen
thanked local Moose members'
for the work done to make the
conference a success and laud
ad the city of Murray for it
hospitality.
George Hodge was geners
chairman for the event. Ile csei
duffed the banquet .thanking
everyone present for their aid
in 'Baskin
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
opened weak in moderate
turnover today.
Declines have outscored ad-
vances for 17 consecutive
sessions on the New York Stock
Exchange, and while there is
little improvement in the news
background, some analysts
looked for a turnaround soon, if
only for technical reasons. One
view was that a run like this
(declines over advances) is
"most unusual" and the market
could be in for a smart
comeback soon.
Shortly after the opening, the
U P I marketwide indicator
showed a loss of 0.04 per cent
on 331 issues crossing the tape,
There were 137 declines and 102
advances.
In the steel group, Bethlehem
Was '4 lower at 2s, Mille U.S.
Steel gave up ½ to 36.
Burroughs picked up 1/2 to
1301/2 in the electronics, while
University Computing gained
1/4 to 32¼. Honeywell lost 1/2
to 144%, with Control Data and
General Electric off 1/4, apiece
to 43's and 72%, respectively.
Telex Corp. rose 13k to 91.
Fairchild Camera held un-
changed at 56%.
nam also was unchanged at
309. Memorex picked up 1/2 to
95, but RCA twig-% to 24%,
Motorola 13.; to 87.
Among the autos, American
Motors dipped la to 8%, with
General Motors down 1/2 to 69,
Ford was off II/s to 42%, while
Chrysler was steady at 251/4 .
Penn Central eased 1/2 to 181/2
In the rails. Du Pont dipped N
to in': in the chemicals. Dow
Chemical was unchanged at
67la .
In the oils, Jersey Standard
gave im 'is to 541/ , with Shell
down la to 39%. Texaco was
unchanged at 25%.
SEEN & HEARD . .
(Continued Press P11/0 1)
whew. but otbstivis.• be gas-
od oontentiad1/.
Pulled e big weed out of the
Anleas. It was blooming too.
We let it stay there for a few
days just an general principles.
The way we Figured was that if
that weed had the "git-up-and-
git" to grow up there and bloom
before the Azaleas died, it had
established some sort of squat-
ters rights. We let it show off
its blooms for several days Un-
til the Azaleas finally opened
up wide, then we pulled it up.
We have no idea what kind of
weed it is, but it had small yel-
low blooms which did DM look
bad at all.
Wit have nothing against weeds
in particular. just because they
are weeds. Flowers after all,
are just sophisticated weeds.
Take the Chigger Weed for in-
stance. Those orange blooms
will stack up against many flow-
ers.
Then there's the Thistle. This
purplish bloom is right pretty.
May Apples are ni bloom and
tw Blue. Bell is all through.
As incomplete and unfilfilled as
an aborted sneeze.
About the middle, of the day
yesterday we were sort of hun-
gry but did not want anything
heavy. Wife says so too, so she
Dist fixed up a whale of a
sided with olives, pickles, cot-
tage cheese. herd boiled eggs,
lettuce and what have you and
we just made a meal from that.
That mournful sound out back
meant that one of the pups wee
apart from the others. They
were all together in the car-
port, but Lucky insists on grab-
bing one by the nape of the
nee,k and transporting him to
the flower bed. We go out and
get him and return him to his
buddies. Lucky stands solicit-
lowly by and we tell her what
we are going to do. She goes
along with its just to make
sure we do.
such a success.
A dance followed (lye banquet
for members of the M
oose and
their guests with music by the
Rohendells.
A Pilgrim Fellowship break -
Met was held on Sunday mor
n-
mg at the Moose Hall with var-
ious reports being made for the
concluding session. The three
day event ended at noan with
lunch at the Moose Hall.
' Women of the Moos
e held
their siid-yeer session also wi
th
meetings on Saturday at the
Saithside Restaurant, 
poker
Le charge of sessions *as Ar-
,helix Purcell. Or
a Lee. Farris..
senor Regent - --Mina),
.de the reoort of the general
g the rind-year evert 'obairram
Cases Are Head In
Calloway County Court
Several cases have been dis-
posed of in the Calloway County
Court of Judge Robert 0. Miller
during the past week. Records
show the following occurred:
Noah Miller, Murray Route
Six, fishing commercial gear in
a restricted area, fined $15.00
costs $18.50; Department of Fish
and Wildlife,
Herbert Calhoun, Murray Rou-
te Five, commercial gear in re-
stricted area fine of $15.00 sus-
pended, costs $18.50 paid; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
John Earl Reddick, Murray,
malicious striking with intent to
kill, executed with approved sur-
ety $500.00 appearance bond to
await action of May 1970 Grand
Jury; Murray Police.
Gerald Miller, Murray, remov-
ing mortgaged property out of
state, cold checking, executed
with approved surety $1000.00
appearance bald for both charges
to await action of May 1970
Grand Jury; Sheriff.
Curtis Jackson, Murray, re-
moving mortgage property out of
state, cold checking, failure to
support minor children, bond set
at $1000.00 and until such time as
bond is executed is remanded
to jailer in County jail to await
action of May 1970 Grand Jury;
Sheriff.
James Starks, Murray Route
Two, public drunkenness, fine of
$10.00 suspended, costs of $18.50
paid; Sheriff.
Kenneth Woods, N. 6th Street,
Murray, fishing without license,
fined $15.00 costs $18.50; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
James Parrish, New Concord,
public drunkenness, ten days sus-
pended sentence on condition that
he not be back in this court; Stier-
ifL
Carla Greer, South Fulton, To.
nn., fishing without license
forfeited appearance bond,
$10.00 costs $18.50; Department
of Fish and Wildlife.
Finis Caldwell, Route One, Ke-
nnett, Mo., fishing without lic-
ense, forfeited appearance bond,
fined $10.00 costs $18.50; Dm
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
Ronald McKinney, Route Thr-
ee, South Fulton, Tenn., fishing
without license fined $15.00
$18.50; Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
Jerry McClure, Route Two, Du-
kedom, Tenn., improper fishing
license, fined $15.00 costs $18,
50; Department of Fish and Wil
life.
Floyd McClure, Route Two,
Dukedom, Tenn., improper
ing license, fined $15.00 costs
$18.50; Department of Fish
Wildlife,
William Babbitt, Poplar Bluff,
Mo., fishing without license,
ed $15.00 costs $18.50; Depart
ment of Fish and Wildlife.
John Mitchell, Route Two, M
rray, driving while intoxicat
thirty days hard labor at
jail, suspended on condition h
enter V. A. hospital until so
time as he is discharged by it
pital; Sheriff.
Mrs. Roy Bogard
Claimed By Death
Mrs. Roy (Jewel) Bogard of
Murray Route Three passed a-
way Saturday at 8:50 a.m. at
the Long Term Care Unit of the
Benton Municlpielifospital.
She was 69 years of age and
her death followed an illness of
six years. She, was born in Mar-
shall County March 8, 1901, and
she and Mr. Bogard were mar-
ried January 24, 1918.
Mrs. Bogard was a member
of the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Roy; three daughters, Mrs.
James (Zeima) York of Elgin,
Mrs. Johnny Gus (Mama)
Walston of Dexter, and Mrs.
Columbus (Dee) Waldrop of
Murray Route Three; one son,
Troy Bogard, 404 South 12th
Street, Murray.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATION
AL
HOLLYWOOD - TV Personality, author and 
ex-stripper Gypsy
Rose Lee explaining before her death why 
she had told the public
the truth- that she had cancer:
"If I could force just one person to 
have a check-up on account
of my example I would feel more 
justified in having made it
public."
WASHINGTON - Senate Democratic Le
ader Mike Mansfield
warning of the dangers the United States 
would be courting by send-
ing extensive military aid to Cambodia:
"Indochina is not vital. I like the Cambo
dian people. Hike the
country, But I like my own country more.
"
TRENTON, N.J. - Sen. Barry Goldwater,
 R-Arim, warning
that the United States is allowing th
e world to slide towards
World War 111 by throwing away her mili
tary superiority:
"America's greatness lies in her fortre
ss. If this nation won't
defend freedom, no one else will."
EDGEFIELD, S. C. - Vice President Spiro 
T. Agnew, speaking
at an observance of the 300th ann
iversary of the colonization
of South Carolina by the British, denying
 that Nixon had a "South-
ern strategy":
"It is simply a matter of dispensing ju
stice to a region of the
country long deprived of it And it's tim
e our friends in the North
ripped off their masks of hypocrisy an
d face the fact with us."
Also surviving are two sis-
ters, Mrs. Hub (Mae o
Dexter Route One and Mrs
Gent (Erma) Lovett of Murray
Route One; half sister, Mrs. A
B. (Dottie) Tabers of Almo
Route One; two brothers, Troy
Cleve Parrish of Dexter Route
One and Max Parrish of Mur-
ray Route Two; half brother,
EueL Parrish of Aimo Route
One; six grandchildren; seven
great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
today at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel
of the, Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. R. J. Burpoe
and Rev. Glen Cope officiating.
Pallbearers. were Bobby York,
James York, Harold Wayne
Moss, Columbus Waldrop, Jim
Bogard, and David Bogard.
Burial was in the Murray Me-
morial Gardens with the ar-
rangements by the Blaiock.Cctle-_,
mfi-FiffiffarTifigit *here Iii
ends may call.
SCULPTOR? MOTHER NATURE David Brown o
f Ogden. Utah,
offers his hand to a chocolate-colored "goblin" in Goblin Val-
,- ley. Thousands of these "goblins," created by Mothe
r Na-
ture, make this region of Southern Utah a tourist attraction.
Quality
durable press clothes
look even better with
our Sanitone drycleaning.
Colors come back brighter
than ever. Fabrics are softer
with more body That's what
Sanitone drycleaning does for
them-that washing can't. Try
us and see.
* SPECIAL *
(April 28-May 9)
4*.
SanitOne
erlsfted Mask, nryclentrer
PANTS or
SLACKS---on1y55t
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NOTICE
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY PROPERTY TAX ROLL
WILL BE OPEN FOR INSPECTION FROM MAY 4
THROUGH MAY 8, 1970.
A Property Owner may compare his property with com-
parable-property under the supervision of the Property
Valuation Administrator or a Deputy to see if his prop-
erty with comparable property is equally assessed. The
roll may not be inspected for any other purpose. The
hours will be from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.
Charles E. Hale
Property Valuation Administrator
Calloway County
ltc
POR SALM
GOOD USED refrigerator. Phone
John McCuiston, Puryear Route
Two, 247-3949 atter COO p.
TThC
LUDWIG drum set with cues,
110 lb. rest of weights, transis-
tor radio, phonograph and ether
items. Phone 753-3792 after 5:00
p.m. A-17-P
WASHER AND DRYER, power
miower, floor polishers, desks,
rugs, picnic table, misc. At Bar-
gain prices. Phone 753-7130. Lo.
oated at 1405 Hughes Ave.
A-274
ONE 3/4 CHABLOIS bull.
weighs 1300-1400 lbs. Price
$350.00. Phone 753-1236. A474
FISHING CAR, runs good, $50.
Barn and riding rink for rect.
Phone 7534189. A4/4,1c
ONE 20 INCH, Mu.stang, push
mower. One 27 inch, Snapping
Turtle mower. One Star Clipper
edger. All used, may be seen at
the maintenance building on
corner of Nash and Broad. As
is and where is. A-28C
SAM don't forget to pick up the
shampooer and Blue Lustre at
Big K. M-2-C
SUPER stuff, sure nut; That's
Blue Lustre for cleaning car-
pets. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of
"The Wishing Well". A-29-C
ROSES - AZALEAS, bedding
plants, Haines, Junipers, orna-
mental trees, mulches, fertiliz-
ers etc. Largest selection in
northwest Tennessee and south-
west Kentucky at Virgin's Nur-
sery, Union City, Tenn., 901-
E615-1851 or 8880396. H-A-29-C
WEANING SIZE pigs. Phone
753-4563 or 402-8790. A-29-C
100TWO
IWO CALENDAR Desk Steeds
Ind refills are now available it
Ibe Wait at 1111111 OMNI Sup-
ply MM. 11)74C
=cram= MAN a asr-
vice, Boa Ift_1_11111118.
M. Simile& IIND
Lynnville. lade*
WNW
JANE'S ceramic Shop is now
open. We have gifts for all pur-
poses. Owned by Mrs. Jane
Lamb and Mrs. Martha Miller.
Two miles east off Highway 94.
Phone 753-6533 or 753-314/.
A-20-P
RELTONE factory fresh hear,
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
/1-1TC
GOING OUT of business. Every-
thing marked down. Our build-
ing has been leased. All must
go in April. China, gilts souve-
nirs, archery, fishing equip-
ment. You must see to really
appreciate what we have. Enix
Gift Shop and Sporting Goods,
across from Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. A-29-C
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
STORE FIXTURES, display
counters. They must go now.
Enix Gift Shop across from
Blalock-Coleman, new location
of Murray Sport & Marine.
A-29-C
PONTOON BOAT, 20' x 8', car-
pet and embossed aluminum
top, 35 HP Johnson motor. Com-
plete and ready to go. Morgan's
Boat Dock. Phone 753-4530,
A-28,1
HELP _WANTED
OPENINGS for full or part UM
job. Earn better then avers.
income. Flexible hours. Com-
plete training. Kit furnished.
Phone 753-9066. A474
larriz MEDIC -MAN Sundries
Dispenser. First time in your
area. The opportunity to become
a distributor for Little-Medic-
Man. You can earn $800.00 a
month, and more, in your spare
time. No experience-no sell-
Mg. Just restocking and collect-
ing from coin operated dispen-
sers handling some 45 popular
brand sundries, such as Aspirin,
Bufferin, B. C., Alka Seltzer,
Bend Aids and m_ny other
items. Must have good car. Be
able to spend 4 to 10 hours a
week (weekends-evenings). A
cash investment of $1,447.50 to
$2,895.00 required to cover stock
and equipment. Fcr more in-
formatioo, write us today. We
will gladly exchange references.
Please send Name, Address and
Phone No. to Rite-Way Enter-
prise, Inc., 13533 Northshore
Drive, Houston 15, Texas. (713)
455-1925. A Division of National
SUP4,11101. 1TC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
37 ACRES of level tendable
Land, good two bedroom house
and barn, sheds on both sides.
Located two miles southwest of
Providence. if interested phone
492-8387. A-274
LANDSCAPED two year old
hick house, central air and
heat, paneled den and kitchen,
large carpeted living room,
three nice sized carpeted bed-
rooms, two baths, utility room
and carport. Chain link fence.
Phone owner 753-9922. A-27-C
BY OWNER: Three - bedroom
brick house on Dodson. Low
down payment, transferrable
loan. Phone 753-5164. M-8-C
NICE TWO BEDROOM house,
on large lot, $12,750.00. No
renting for $125.00 per month,
$2750 down, monthly paymeob
$77.53.
FURNISHED duplex apartment
Now renting for $250.00 psi
month. One block from Univer
sity. 12% return plus tax ad-
vantage on $25.000.00 invert
meat. $15,000.00 down, balance
$77.53 per month.
THREE BEDROOM brick, 115
ft. from University, $22,500.00
Right person can buy with 32,-
600 down and $155.00 per
month. Shown by appointment
only.
JOHN PASCO Jr., phone 753-
3549. A-28-C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
LOTS FOR SALE
Plainview Acres Subdivision
▪ Curbs and Gutters, /31acitop
to" City School District
hot Nice Large Lots Gently Rolling
to' One of the Nicest in Town
b Terms to Meet Your Budget
to With Up to 5 Years to Pay
Come By or Call
•c.
Freeman Johnson, Realtor
Southside Shopping Center
75 3 - 2 7 3 1 153-1125
LOTS FOR SALE: Lots neat
University zoned For apart-
ments. Only a few left. One lot
90 x 140 zoned for duplex, 84,-
750.00; One corner lot 131 x 150
zoned for three apartments, S7,-
000.00. One corner lot 160 a 149
zoned for four apartments, $8,-
750.00. John Pasco Jr., phone
75341549. A-28C
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, liv-
ing room, den, built-in kitchen,
134 baths, utility room and clos-
ed-in garage. Located on 90' a
206' lot. Loan transferrable, 718
Fairlane Drive, Bagwell Manor
Subdivision. Call 7534453 or
762-3747. M-7-C
LARGE MODERN ranch style
brick home on 100' x 200' wood-
ed lot in Sherwood Forrest.
Three bedrooms with abundant
closet space and hardwood
floors. Carpeted living room,
formal dining room and seperate
family room with fireplace.
Kitchen has all built-ins, dur-
able Togivol floor and many
cabinets. Foyer, two tile baths,
two car garage, patio, central
air-conditioning, economical gas
heat and city water. House
shown by appointment. Call 753-
-6678. M-16-C
LOST & POUND
LOST: three month old reels-
tered female collie puppy, sable
and white. Strayed from the
vicinity of Martin's Chapel Rd.,
Tuesday. Reward. Mrs. Claude L.
Miller, phone 753-3059 or 753-
3064. A-27-C
POE REIT
TWONSIDR0011 duplex 108118
tent Phone 7534850. 17C
TWO-BEDROOM apartment, ear-
- refrigerator and attwe,
air conditioned. Coup ke and
teachers only. Call 753-2898.f
A-Xi-C
WANTED 10 auv
WANTED: Two used bicycles.
Phone 753-8612 after 5:00 p.
A47-P
SOYBEAN SEED
Certified Wayne
Certified Kent
Registered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo Herbicide
Inoculation
Pioneer Seed Corn 3389A
Yellow Corn
StuB IlffUrce
Murray
Warehousing
Corp.
Old Concord Road
Phone 7534220
KELLY'S PEST CONTROL Tee-
miles-eat your hoses. Roaches
-carry germ& Spiders-are
poison. For free inspection call
Kelly's Pest Control 7534914.
M hours a day. 17C
SAWS FILED lawn mowers and
mall appliances repaired and
'yard tools sharpened. 512 L
South 13th Street. nem TS&
F0/37. May-11.0
SWIMMING POOLS serviced
and repaired. All types DIM
pool coastroction. Free estimat-
es. Call collect: 14864353.
Western Kentucky Pool Co.,
Inc, Skyline Dr., Hopkinsville,
Kentucky. A404
GRAVEL & DIRT hauling. Fast
service. Phone 753-7381 or 753.
5108 after 5:00 p. m.
ALTERATIONS and sewing
Phone 733-1806. If-4-P
WILL BABY SIT with children
in my home. Experienced.
phone 753-8389. A-20-C
Underground problem
STANTON, Mo. (UPI)-A
tourist asked Lester B. Dill,
operator of Meramec Caverns
on U.S. 66 what's the bi est
problem in running a 100 mil-
lion-year-old cave.
"Keeping it up-to-date," Dill
replied.
AUTOS Pot SALE
WRECKED Volkswagen. Every-
thing in good shape, except
body. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
Lion. Corner of 6th and Rain.
TFC
1963 CHEVROLET, 327 engine,
three-speed, $450.00. Phone 753.
9611. A-29-C
197034 CAMERO, 307 cubic-inch
, 200 h. p., air-conditioning Call
753-8022.
UNFURNISHED apartment, two
bedrooms, ceramic tile bath,
kitchen and family room can-
bination, drapes, air conditien
or, kitchen range furnished.
Centrally located. No pets.
Phone-753-3485. A-27-C
herr are six species of rattle-
iii California.
1966 SIMCA, four door sedan,
new tine, 38,000 actual miles.
Phone 7534332. A-77-C
NOTICE NOTICE
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment, out of city limits
Phone 753-8441 or 753-8555.
21-1-C
THREE BEDROOM house, South
16th Street Ext. Phone 753
3903. A-28-C
CREEPING PHLOX
v Sedum* - hardy
V Cushion Mums - all colors
SHIRLEY'S GREENHOUSES
SOO N. 12th
LOST: White and brown Pegin-
gem, no identification. Icet in
vicinity of Sycamore and 15th
Street. Tip Miller 733-2595 or
753-5678. A-27-C
WANTED: men to help train
bird dogs and run dogs in field
trials. Phone 496-2408, Chrysler
Bird Dog Kennels. TIC
WANTED: Dictaphone typist for
the medical record dept., with
medical terminology experience
in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Apply in person Mon-
day-Friday from 8:90 a, a. till
4:00 p. a. N-24
POSITION ,AVAILABLE. Clerk
of the Works. Application to be
submitted in handwriting, to
the Murray Municipal Housing
Commission, before May 8, 1970.
Applicant to state qualificsUons
and previous experience, salary
to be desired for the position.
Date of availability to W. aP.
proximately, Juna 15, 1970.
Lt D. Miller, Jr., Executive Dir-
ettor, Murray Mun'tipal Hous-
ing Commission, 718 Nash
Drive, Murray, Ky. A494
NOTICE
OPENINGS for lull or Part time
work. Good earnings. Write
P. 0. Box 214, Murray, Ky. In-
clude phone number. M4P
WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT Port4crib for
two weeks from June 5 then
June 19. Phone 753-7391.
• A-211-C
CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??
Only An Expert
Can Tell You For Sure
TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
Almost every home in the nation is threatened with invas-
ion, or has already been invaded by termites.
They may reveal their presence through visible destruction
but mare often their work goes unseen.
You could be totally unaware of the tact that thousands of
termites had invaded and were feeding in the under-struc-
ture cd your home . . traveling through the foundation
. . . and infesting the ground under your expensive land-
soaping.
CALL US FOR FREE INSPECTION
TERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE PROOFING
REQURES THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OF A
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
Our job is to find termites, destroy their colonies, and pre-
vent their recurring in your home. We know thi-ir habits,
where they attack and how to termite proof for long Image
protection
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
100 South 13th Street Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-N14, Day or Night
HOME OWNED AND OPERATED OVER 20 YEARS
INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
LICENSED BY STATE OF KENTUCKY
MEMBER CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
• ---
P.13 -As a homeowner or potentiil builder of a new home,
renzembee_iteeatotasit-durtng..-aanneucttan-vatially -
• only % of 1% of the total building cost. If you don't treat
during conitruction and termkies develop in your home,
the corrective measures (exclusive of damage repairs)
usually cost about Of the tatal 
I-Insect
4-Misplaced
8-Hasten
11-Temporary
shelter
12.Poiwr stake
13-Girl's name
14-King of
Bashan
15-High mountain
17-Longs for
19-Consume
21-Above (poet.)
23-Mire
24-Break
*udder*/
26-Permit
28-Sharp
31-Edible seed
33-Metal fastener
35-Fish eggs
36-Compass point
38-Fainted
41-Compass point
42-Possesses
45-Gadder* of.
healing'
45-Afternoon party
47-God of love
 49 Limited (abbr.)
51-East Indian palm
54-Communist
56-Soak up
58-Corded cloth
59-561 to consumer
62-Existed
64-Sun god
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. 71-River duck
72-Be ill
DOWN
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4-Part of jacket
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11-F*101E00U -
IS-Behold!
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22.Rumors
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37-Organ of hearing
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Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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43-Classified 59-Take
46-Ventilate unlawfully
48-Ocean 60-Period of time
50-Wooden pin 61-Falsehood
52-Danger 63-Resort
53-Three-banded 67.A continent
armadillo (abbr.)
55-Force 69-Three-toed
57-Parent (co4loq.) sloth
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CLEAN-SHAVEN, THE \.5TERIOUS
57RANGER IS THE 5/0 "r` VG IMAGE
OF CHARLIE 00885 "-26/ SUE
IMS IS ABOL. PROVE
rEC3rg HER MAN!
PUCKER UP, CHARLIE., AND IF
AFTER rvE KISSED YOU, YOU
5T/LL CAN'T REMEMBER WHO
)OU ARE - - z GIVE LIP?
Lil' Abner
THE INSTANT4T41S 15
REMOVED -SHE'LL
FALL IN LOVE WITH
THE FIRST DOV
SHE SIMS!!
(THAT'LLAND
4
by R. Van Buren
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Leisure—
Recreation
Program Set
A program concerning the in-
fluence of leisure - recreatioe
activities in western Kentucky
and Tennessee will be presented
at Hutto; Kentucky, on Friday
evening. May 22.
The Rev. R. Harold Hipps of
Nashville, Tennessee, will WO.
sent the program. Hipps recen-
tly attended an international con-
ference in Europe concerning
the leisure- recreation impact
on our world today.
Hipps has written articles for
various religious and leisure-
recreation publications ai4 with
Wallace Chappell, is author of
A World of Fat, whitened in
1959. He is a member of the
Executive Committee of the Co-
mmission on Christian Ministry
In National Parks; a member of
the Board of Directors of the
American Park and Recreation
Society; and former vice chair--
man for Religious Organisations
of the American Association for
Health, Physical Education sad
Recreation
HIpps i
County, Carolina. He re-
t oative of Haywoodor . 
ceived his B. A. degree from
High Point College, High Paint,
North Carolina, and his B. D.
degree from Duke University Di-
vinity School, Durham, North Ca-
rolina.
He is Presently °NW's:led 
by
the Board of Education of The
United Methodist Church in Nash-
ville, Tennessee, litters he has
served since 1963. Mr . and Mrs.
Hipps (the former Kathryn Mid&
lebrooks of Birmingham, AIWA-
ma) have two sons—Jeffrey Gor-
don and Daniel Baldwin.
The program on May 22 will
help to understand what happens
to people in leisure and what
happens to persons serving oth-
ers in leisure. The program is
sponsored by the Land Between
the Lakes Area Mlnlafry and
will be presented from 7:30 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. at the First Chris-
tian Chdrch, one mile south of
Beaten, Kentucky, on Highway
641. The program is free and
open to the public.
Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
current market is dominated by
a mood of pessimism, lethargy,
Indifference, and confusion,
Burnham and Co. says. The
task of the investor at the
moment is to make his OM
assumptions on the 1970's.
Attention to fundamentals
should prove more rewarding
over the next 12 months than it
has been over the past several
years, the firm adds.
—
The recession now in pro-
gress has its bright side In that
total ..economic demand has
been brought under control,
Francis I. DuPont & Co.
observes. This is clearly an
indispensable first step in
moderatlag serious price and
goat /*Seine-eon in petulant*
the Federal Reterve to abandon
seeere restraint, the firm says.
—
This "extremely sensitive"
market is undergoing all sorts
of temporary fluctuations fol-
lowing publication of first
quarter , profit reports, 'Walston
Co. notes. Although results
are "highly mixed up," in
Many cases there is some hope
of Improvement as the year
goes atom, according to the
firm.
— — —
Filer Bullard & Smyth sees
the market heavily oversold in
Its present condition, with
price-earnings ratios back to
levels that haven't been seen
for nearly 10 years.
SEX GUIDE
COPENHAGEN (UPI)— A 17-
page booklet described by its
publishers as the world's first
sex guide to a city went on sale
Wednesday for $2 at Copenha-
gen's newstands and pornogra-
Plgr shops.
The "Sexionary" lists porno.
graphic shops, shops selling
sexy lingerie, 24-hour live show
clubs and sex information
centers.
rtle attraction for Bill'
\\IPTHILL. Engjaml (I 11)
Saban% Pariniter hail decided to
veNeilowlinviuttion to
join a London club offenng top-
ic*, waitrrsor” and' =oltip.ilfood,.-
• l'armiter.is
SCO
MINI-TUB
With Sling. High-
density polyethy-
lene white shell
with built-in foam
pod. Removable
floral hammock
aallk
Diaper
Stackers
Big assortment of
materials and colors.
Values to $5.00.
n 44
A. to-
354
I C.
AND
PILLOW SET
Devon filled with I_
print top. Boxed for
easy gifting
Others To
$6.33
WaIker-
- \Jumper
) 
Awalker-jumper with
...--- r — the Peterson quality fea-
- - Ia..% tures and spesially priced
-,,,during Baby Week at Big
--/' K
 -)'/Baby$l..11Week
Only
LEDGER & TIMES — KEAY,
Vinyl and chrome high choir
that folds flat. Cannot fold
while occupied. Converts to
youth choir. Higtrimpact.poly.
styrene or enameled steel 
tray.
OTHER
MODELS
TO
$WIM
8
DIAPER PAIL
Mod• of rugh
ploshc to hot buir
chrodo,.ze•
22
The Nurser that
revolutionized
baby feeding! You pay only
577• dramatically reducesspitting up and colic
• new natural action nipple
• so bottles to sterilize
PLAYTEX
Bab Bottles 1.17 881
OPEN
WEEKDAYS 9-9
SUNDAY 1-6
Moe • absorbent, wash
c
•as sttoner, dry fa*,
DIailRS 29
66
KENTUCKY
Baby
PILLOW
MONDAY — APRIL V. 1$70
Baby will be King and Queen at the "King of Values" during National
Baby Week, April 25th through May 2. Spectacular values on Big K's
terrific selection for the little ones. If you are expecting to buy anything
for baby in the near future, come in now and save.
Curity
RECEIVING
BLANKET
Knitttd thermal 100 per
cent brushed cotton. High-
est quality. 30 x 40 sizes
makes ideal for bassinet
or carriage blanket or
oversize bath towel.
FM16=9111
Dacron filled with nov Fitted crib sheet features
extra inch length to
guarantee easy fit, re•
ing. An excellent buy. inforced rolled overedge.
White and prints.
Baby Stroller
Terry
Panties
Built-in comfort for the young-
sters, handling ease for Tern
plus handsome colors from
which to choose makes this
Peterson stroller an excellent.
buy. And you save $4.78 this
week.
These ore slight irregU-
lars of Big K's norm&
39c seller Superbly soft,
Superior terry cotton knit
with double thick crouch,
ccvered elastic waist-
band and leg cuffs Pre-
shrunk. Sizes 0 to 6 An
outstanding buy but you
had better hurry
5 Pair $
1666WeekSpecial
TRAINING lAIN PANTS
We gladly exchange or refund any item bought at Big K
BEE-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
THERE .IS NO CHARGE- FOR LAYAWAY AT BIG K
•
peTerson
BaBY PrODUCTS
Swinger Hook Over
CAR SEAT
This easy to use wash-
able seat provides max-
imum comfort and pro-
tection. Padded armrail
swings up for easy entry
and can be removed for
older child. Save $1.38
by purchasing during
Baby Week celebration.
Ebony or
Royal Blue
Rog.
$9.77
Imperial
SAFE-T-SEAT
All the d•sired featur•s
and this week you can
sore $1 78,
11 66
••••••----
Save 3.22
This Week'
CRIB-PLAYARD
One of the most useful items baby can have. Convertsfrom playpen to crib in seconds. Rolls through door-
ways and folds flat for easy handling on trips. Regu-lor $25.66.
Baby Week
Special 22"
nfant Seat
All the exciting features.
Adjust for carrying, feed
ing, playing. Easy to
clean foam pad and
wrap around seat belt.
Fashion colors—Avoca
do, eMlon, Blue, Gold.
Also other models from
which to choose.
$etter fit, more coffl
fort, long wearing
ACRES OF
FREE PARKING
Save Your Tickets
And Sales Slips
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